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White Whales ofCook Inlet, Alaska: Belugas!
Date aad TIlDe: Thursday, Jaauary 11, 7:30 P.M (please note special meeting day!)
Place: Hopkins Marine Station, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building (across from the American Tin Cannery
Outlet Stores)
Speaken: David Rugh, Rod Hobbs, and Scott Hill - National Marine Mammal Laboratory, NMFS, Seattle
PLEASE NOTEI
JANUARYS MEETING WD..L
BE ONE WEEK EARLIER
1HAN USUALIII
JANUARY22ND,
7:30P.M.
DUE TO
TIlE SPEAKERS' SCHEDULE.
SEE YOU THERE!!!
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White whales are associated in the minds ofmany with the High Arctic pack ice
environment. At this meeliDg we wiD learn about the southernmost Pacific
coastal population. Several bundled Belugas are resident in Cook ID1et aDd
a4jacent waters southwest orAacborage, Alaska. Tbese 8mma1s are tfwlght to
be isolated from 1he nearest memben oftheir species wbich OCQII'in 1he Bristol
Bay area of the southeast Bering Sea.
Each suminer for several years. scientists from the NMML in Seattle have
studied this population. Along with feeding mowemeDts IIld ceosus work there
have been extraonlinaty events, such as mass stnmdinp IDCiattacks by On:as.
nese whales are also the object ofS1dvdstence lmntiDg. This program is a
special oppoItUDity for us to learn &om this team orscientists who are cunad1y
on the Peninsula to c:any out the census ofthe migratiDg Gray Whales.
Please join us for a most informative presenlalion on this highly weal,
gregarious. and uousual marine mammal.
TbaDks to Evelyn Starr and the MoDteJey Cbapccr-ACS
homepage on the Internet at:
bttp:llwww.redsblft.c:oml--atarr/usl
...Are we saving the whalesr A transcript ofthis special episode
of the radio show Earth and Sky and further information is
available on the IDternet at:
bttp:lIwww.eartbaky.c:amI1997/es97UIO.btml
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Commentary on pending ESA legislation
...by Barbara Brlnon
BarbarQ BrllUm U MtIrlne EnvtOmmsnl CotuulllutJ/or 'ho ACSMOIIIersyBay CIwpter D1Idpl'Ollidu IlJ with CIlTTf17I' ropoT1S on conservtl1ion andenviro1Jmelfllll
public policy 111U1U. /JQrbara WQIACS NaltonQI'.r npN1lenlDli11'e In Wa.rhlngton D.C./or 1-I )'fUlTs before moving to 'he Davi.r. CA QreD. She _ appoln'ed In 1994
byPrelldent Clin,on althe lOis enviromnsn,aU"on tholour-memberpanel o/Commllsloners who head 'he U.s. delegation o/'heln'er-Amorlcan Tropical :tUna
Commlllion [lA1TC}J.
Congress reconvenes on January 27. All
signs point to a very strong push in the
Senate to rush through passage of S.B. 1180
before the public becomes better informed
on its implications. The adnrinistndion. and
especially Secretary Babbitt will play a
powerful role, even though almost all
Democrats are opposed to this insidious bill.
The most far-reaching and controversial
section in S.B. 1180 is a contractual clause
that prevents the government from
modifying the terms ofany land use permit
in an RCP involving "incidental takes" of
an endangered species. Each HCP pennit
can last up to 100 years and cover thousands
ofacres ofendangered species habitat. Thus
it ignores new scientific infonnation that
may emerge (aDd very often does) as well as
changing natural conditions, such as floods,
storms, fires, or diseases. Furthermore, ifa
plan fails or a developer goesbankrupt,
taxpayers foot the bill for remediation.
Developers, mining companies, timber
companies, and others are relieved of
responsibility to modify the plan. even when
changes are necessary to prevent species
decline. IfS.B. 1180 is enacted, this
provision alone would nullify nearly all
protections found in the still-flawed aurent
ESA
by SecretaJy Babbitt.
The HCP provision was part of the last
reauthorization ofthe ESA in 1988, but
was seldom used. There are now more
than 300 approved HCP's, some vetY
small, in force. As their use proliferated,
many more are stalled.
habitat. One of the showcases HCP
advocates cite is the recently completed
huge Hep area in southern San Diego
County. This enormous area is one of the
biologically richest and most diverse in
Califomia. A cballenge to this HCP by a
southwestern environmental law firm
foundation is now wending its way
through the courts. The suit was brought
mainly on the basis ofthe faulty,
inadequate, and biased scientific analyses
presented by the large would«
developers ofpart ofthe overalllaDd use
plan.
Mention the phrase "No Surprises" and a
fuestorm ofvirulent opposition is
In theory, this process allows for long- generated from every national
tenn protection for IandownersIuser from environmental. conservation. and animal
quixotic changes in government protection group, legions ofscientists
regulations. It also provides, in principle, employed in the government and private
the time to make long-range land use sedOr, grassroots citizens' organizations
plans. It sets up a system for "exchanges" across the country and some business
in case of the loss ofa listed species to be groups. It is included in the HCP section
mitigated by creating protected areas such of S.B. 1180 and is the subject of a
as wetlands or wildlife preserves. Its best proposed rulemaking from the
feature is the potential for creating Department ofthe Interior, due to be
connected stretches of land pan:eIs, published in early January. It is endorsed
thereby providing "corridors" of range aDd by the White House and strongly backed
The ESA sta1emate looms over the next
session ofCongress aDd with it the future
ofmany ofthe threatened and endangered
species ofour countIy's Oora aDd fauna.
The stalemate concerns two vastly
different bills: Senate Bill 1180 (S.B.
1180) and House Resolution 2351 (H.R
2351).
S.B. 1180 is sponsored by sen. Dirk
Kempthome (R-ID), an outspoken,
longtime critic of the current ESA One
provision ofthe legislaIion is considered
questionable by some moderate
Republicans and almost all Democrats and
is strongly supported by Interior secretary
Bruce Babbitt. The controversy concerns a
provision allowing cooperative agreements
called Habitat Conservation Plans
(HCP's). RCP's entail negotiations among
private entities, with some input from
scientists and vet)' limited public
participatiOlL
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Wake Up with Gray Whales
J oin the American Cetacean Society's Monterey Bay Chapter for our annualGray Whale ExpeditionS8tun:1ay, January 24, 1998
Explore Monterey Bay to fiDd Gray whales during the peak of their migration. We will also see other marine
creatures such as sea otters, sea lions, haIbor seals, and a variety ofseabirds. Expert local naturalist willicad
this two hour adventure. So. come aboard and venture out onto the bay to see all the spectacular sights it
holds. It will certainly make your day!
TIME: 7 to 9 AM., Board at 6:30 AM; Saturday, 24Janwuy.
PLACE: Monterey Sportfishing, at the end ofFisherman's Wharf#l in Monterey.
COST: SIS memberslS20 DOD-members. All proceeds go toward local research and education programs
supportJed by the ACS Monterey Bay Chapter.
SIGN UP: Mail check (payable to ACS) to ACS, P.O. Box HE, Pacific Grove. CA 93950
For n::servatioDS or more iDformation, amtact Debbie Temollo at (408)-373-4281.
Laugh with Dr. Science
(with thanks to Dr. SCience)
Q: What were dolphins before they became dolphins?
A:. They were c:ommunity c:ollege instructors. Poscessing a cheery disposition, a hdpfuI air, and gifted
with true humility, they actDally enjoy c:ollege teachiD& and forego the nasty departmental infighting
oftheir fonr year c:ollege c:olleagues. nose c:ollllllUDi1y c:ollege instructors who fail to muster enough
good will will spend their next lives as school crossing guards. Dolphins are among the most highly
evolved matures, and even rudimentaly dolphin poetry is said to rival Shakespeare's soDDets.
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Marine Mammal Sightings -October 27th through Dec. 11th
...compiledby Richord Temullo
Marine mammal sigbtings will decline because of low efI'on and increasingly poor weather. El Nifto &eeD15 to have someimpact on outer waters with CODtinuiDg obseIvatiODS ofShort-beaked Common Dolphin. There are also significant
catches of Albacore Tuna. This is nearly unheard ofat this late date.
The big change among baleen whale will ofcourse be the arrival ofmigrating Gray Whales along our shores.
Southbound whales can easily be seen from shore along Highway 1 from Pt. Lobos south. By the time this newsletter reaches
you, the peak of the migration should be present.
DATE NUMBER OF LOCAnON ODS. DATE Nl1MIIEROF LOCAnON oss.
ANIMALS . ANIMALS
BLUEWBALE SHORT-BEAKED COMMON DOLPHIN
10127 1Smi. W Pt. Pinos SHJ There are 11 sigbtiop throughout the Bay in groups orup to 2000.
HUMPBACK WHALE PACD1C WlllTE-SmED DOLPHIN
1112 1 3.5 mi. W Hurricane Pt. MBW There are 11 sigbtjDgs throushout the Bay n groups ofop to 200.
Associated with 2000 SHORT-BEAKED COMMON DOLPHIN NORTHERN RIGHT WHALE DOLPHIN11129 100 3 mi. SW Cypress Pt. MBW
l1/S 2 2 mi. WSpanish Bay DL Associated with SOO DOLPHIN and a small number ofPACIFIC
1118 2 2.5 mi. W Yankee Pt. IW WBITE-SIDED DOLPHIN.
SHORT-BEAKED COMMON DOLPHIN
11/9 5 19 mi. W Pt. Pinos SHJ 26 sigbtinp throughout bay and outer waters.
11114 8-15 4miWPt. Joe RT LONG BEAKED COMMON DOLPHIN
11/14 2 2.5 mi. W Soberanes Rocks HN IS sightings throughout the bay in herds ofop to 2500.
11/14 2 l.S mi. W Seal Rock RT DALL'S PORPOISE
4 mi. W Cypress Pt. lIN
Ten sightiDp scattered throughout the Bay along canyon qes in
11118 2 sroups of2~.
11/18 2 6 mi. W CypJess Pt. MBW NORTHERN FUR SEAL
11118 2 7 mi. W Pt. Lobos MBW 10126 1 6 mi. WPt. Pinos SHJ
1112 1 4 mi. W Yankee Pt. MBW
11125 1+1 10 mi. W Pt. Pinos MBW 11/9 I 10 mi. NW Pt. Pinos SHJ
It is interestinB to note that aJ Humpbsc:k Whales wae heading south 11111 3 5 mi. WPt. Joe MBW
during this reportiDg period. 11111 1 4.5 mi. WPt. Joe MBW
SPERMWBALE 11129 I 7 mi. WPt. Pinos MBW
11/9 3 2.5 mi. W Pt. Lobos NL+ 12111 1 5 mi. SW Cypress Pt. MBW
11116 1 8 mi. SW Cypress Pt. RO+ 12111 1 3 mi. WPt. Lobos MBW
GRAYWBALE RISSO'S DOLPHIN
1111 1 Monterey Harbor SHJ 10126 11 9 lUi. W PI. PiDas SJU10126 25 6 lUi. W Pl. PiD08 SHJ1118 1 MoDten:)' Hatbor BW 10f18 100 3 lUi. W C)prIII Pl. SHJ
11/18 1 2 mi. W Pt. Joe MBW AlIllCICillled wiIb 100 NORTHERN RIGHT WIL\LE DOLPHIN
11121 1 1mi. W Pt. Pinos DL 1111 40 8.5 lUi. SW SaIIa Cruz SHJ
MlNKEWBALE 111'2 150 5 mi. W PI. 1.GboI MBW
10126 1 6 mi. W Pt. Piftos LO With 10 NORTJIERN RIGHT WHALE DOLPHIN1115 15.20 2.5 mi. SE Cypras Pl. RT
11/11 1 6 mi. WPt. Joe MBW 1118 20+ 2.5 lUi. W YlIIIble Pl JJ
11128 1 4 mi. W Pt. Sur RT 11111 40 l.5 mi. SSW C)p.- Pl. MBW
11118 20 6 lUi. W C)'praD Pl. MOW
UNIDENTIFIED BEAKED WIIALE (CUVIER'S? ) 11J21 30 O.S mi. N Lcmr', Pl. RT
11118 34 4.5 mi. W Cypress Pt. MBW 11J21 20 10 mi. wewr- Pl. Be
SightiDgs continued on pages 6 and 8. 11123 300 3 mi. W CypnBs PI. MBW
Assoc:lIl.od wiIb 30 NORTIIERN RIGHT WHALE DOLPHIN
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KEY TO OBSERVERS
BW=Baywatch. BC=B. Cutting, JJ=J. Jones, DL=D. Lemon, NL=N. Lemon, BL=B. Lucas. MBW=Monteley Bay Wbalewatcb.
NMFS=Natiooal Marine Fisheries Service, HN=H Neece, LO=LOUver. RO=R. Ortiz. SlU=Sbearwater Journeys. R'f:::R.
Ternullo.IW=I. Williamson. WW=W. Williamson. TZ=T. Zoliniack
Marine Mammal Sightings Map
January 1998
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Marine Mammal sightings (continued):
KILLER WHALE
10121 15-20 70 mi. W Port San Luis, CA (along the NMFS
Lucia Escarpment)
Peduips the first recorded atack and kill ofSPERM WHALE dDaunen(ed anywhere in the
world. They killed two ofabout nine SPERM WHALES and fatally injured others. These
visually distinctive Killer Whales have not been doounented in any photographic catalog in
the North Pacific, moreover, their vocalizations have not been matched with any known
type ofKiller Whale in the North Pacific.
10126 -40 35 mi. WPt. Sur ?
10130 3 6 mi. NW Pt. Pinos MBW
These whales were identified as CA2, CAJ, and CA6 aU of the mysterious "LA" pod. CA2
is the whale that attacked, killed and ate a Great White Shark near the FamUon Islands.
11/4 2 30 mi. W Pt. Pinos BL
11/6
11/12
1
40-50+
0.5 mi. S Cypress Pt.
0.5 mi. S Cypress Pt.
ww
ww
These whales turned out to be the offshore type.
11121
11125
4
2
1mi. W Cypress Pt.
9.S mi. WPt. Pinos
HN
MBW
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These whales are CAli and CAI2, two adult males that have been seen together in
Monterey Bay ince 1987. They are known as transient types.
11129 2 6.5 mi. S Davenport 1Z
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ACS Monterey Bay Chapter
Boardmembers
'CaU 1=0R action' issued 1=0R OCcaTls
Presi4ent
DfIII Presser
622-0800
fo~eddift.ctJm
St!a'f!IiII'y
TenyDarcey
TretlSlU'el'
Scott MacDonald
Membenltip
Jon & JIUly HlI1JblllYl
NewskIIer Editor
Charles Wuregarden
883-0329
skyqllest@jllno.com
entropy(i1eli&org (ifsendlng attachments)
(From theJanuary 7, 1998 San
Jose Mercury-News)
More than 1,600 scientists from
around the world sounded a
warning Tuesday (Jan.6) that
ovetfishing. pollution, and
coastal development are
wreaking unprecedented
damage on the oceans. "Th sea
is in real trouble, much more
trouble than we previously
thought," said Elliot Norse, a
marine ecologist who founded
the Marine Conservation
Biology Institute in Redmond,
Washngton. "We must act now,
not 20 years from now...ifwe
are to prevent further
degradation of the marine
environment."
Norse, biologist M Paucia
Morse ofNonheastem
University and Rep. Curt
Weldon (R.-PA), unveiled at a
Capitol news conference the
"call for action" endorsed by
1,600 marine scientists and
conservation biologists from
65 nations.
JC-
Membership Information
The objectives ofthe Americ::an Cetacean Society include engaging in educational, conservational, and scientific pursuits for the
purpose ofexpanding scientific knowledge ofwhales, dolphins, POIpOises, and related creatures. The Monterey Bay Chapter meets at
7:30 p.rn. on the last 'I'lnmday ofeach month at Hopkins Marine Station. Meetings and activities feature cetacea and various aspects
ofthe marine environment. For additional information concerning ACS membership, contact Jon or Judy Hubbani at 726-1737.
-------------------------------------------------------.
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIElY MEMBERSHIP APPUCATION
Types of Memberships, Annual Dues
_Patron _Contributing _Supporting
-
Active _Family _Foreign
-
Student _Subscription
(S5OO) ($250) ($75) ($35) ($45) ($45) (S25) S15/12 issues
-
Gift
-
Renewal _ New Subscription Note:
Subscription does
Name not entitlesubscriber to
Address
membership
benefits
City State Zip
_Check _MasterCard _VIS8 Credit Card No. Exp. Date
Signature
Return to: Membership Secretary. ACS Monterey Bay Chapter
PO Box HE, Pacific Grove. CA 93950
For Subscriptions Make Checks Payable to ACS/Monterey Bay Chapter Chapter: #24 Monterey
send to PO Box HE, Pacific Grove, CA 93950
I
I
I
I
I
I
._-----------------------------------------------------_.
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Marine Mammal sightings (continued):
BAIRD'S BEAKED WHALE
10130 ~ 3.5 mi. WCypress Pt. MBW
NORTHERN ELEPHANT SEAL
10127 1 4 mi. WCyress Pt. SID
11/6 1 3 mi. WPt. Joe MBW
11/8 1 1.5 mi. WSpanish Bay ww
11111 1 5 mi WCypJess Pt. MBW
1112S 1 8 mi. WPt. Lobos MBW
COMMON DOLPHIN SP.
11/9 1000 3 mi WGranite Creek JW
11/16 2000 4 mi. WHurricane Pt. HN
11129 700 Passing Cypress Pt. ww
Soundings
AMERICAN CETACEAN SOCIETY
~ Monterey Bay Chapter
....... POBoxHE
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
Hopkins Marine Station Library
Ocean View Blvd.
Pacific Grove. CA 93950
PLEASE POST
Book Available
DagmarFertl writes to MARMAM:
I ran across the following in one ofmy
book catalogs:
Roger Payne's Among Whales
instead ofS27.S0. it is available for
SS.9S (plus S3.oo shipping)
The book is not used, but new.
To order (no billingor cn:dit cards):
Edwald R. HamiItoD
Bookseller
Falls Village. cr 06031-5000
cr residents need to add sales tax
HOl/paflt
OrgaldZatkin
U.S. Postage
PAID
Monterey, CA
PermIt No. 338
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The ACS Monterey Bay Chapter Newsletter
Effects ofSounds on Pinniped Hearing
Date and Time: Thursday, February 26, 7:30 P.M.
Place: Hopkins Marine Station, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building (across from the American Tin Cannery
Outlet Stores)
Speaker: Brandon Southall, U C Santa Cruz
Rocky, a California SC3IiClD lit UC SaDt:I Cruz's
Long Marine l..llbor3tory
...In This Issue
Effects of Sounds on
Pinniped Hearing
Adaptation for life in noisy marine environments: the effects of
both natural aod human-made sounds 00 low frequency
piooiped hearing
Pinnipeds rely on hearing to perforin many important tasks. They are exposed
to often high levels of natural ambient noise. and presumably have some means
of extracting from this background noise information which is important to
them. However, little is known about pinniped hearing and the masking effects
of noise. Recent research interest in this matter has been sparked by increasing
realization of the fact that humans are generating considerable amounts of
underwater sound such as that from vessel traffic and, for example, the
proposed ATOC (Acoustic Thermometry ofOcean Climate) experiment The
concern is that this may have detrimental effects on marine mammals for whom
hearing is important
Our speaker will focus on:
• research on auditory masking in 3 pinniped species
• practical and theoretical concerns regarding this and related work
• a comparative discussion of the effects ofnoise on other marine mammals
(including cetaceans).
Please join us for a most interesting talk on a very timely topic.
-----------------
-------- -------
---------------11
Whale Watch Photos 6,7,8
.----..
-------- '-,---- ~-~~::-::.:::_-,- --- -- -------- ---~
-- \.. -._--_. --~-....'1 - _
Uldc:omc And thanks t:o OUR new mcm6cIl8:
CARolcc 'Burl. ~J)hKippe PUettcU, And Gu:hy Core.
AU Of pAdpc C;ROYCm
March Program Preview
Title: The Hawaiian Mook Seal
Speaker: Josh Adams, Moss Landing Marine
Laboratories
I
2
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Sightings Map S
Barbara Britten's Updates
HOP\<.\NS MAR\NE STATiON UBRARY
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"Year ofthe Ocean" proclaimed; Coastal Resort denied; IATTC Update
...b.v Barbara Britten
Harharu Bmten IS Marme Enl'lronlllent Con.m/lunt for Ihe -ICS .\fonterey Bay Chapter and prol'ldes lIS "lth """enl reports 011 "omen'atlon and enl'lronmental
public policy ,ssues. Barbara ",as ACS Sat/ona!"s ~epresentall\'(J In Ilashlngto/l D.C. for 14 ycars before moving to the DO\'Is. C.·l area. She was appom'ed In 1994
hr PresIdent Clinton a.f 'he .fOle enl'lronlllentalW on the!o""'IIIember panel ofCo111111ISSlOners who head the U.S. delegation a/the Inter·Amencan Tropical Tuna
Commmion [IA1TCj).
Year of the Ocean
The new year of 1998 has been proclaimed
the "Year of the Ocean" by the U.S. and
other nations. In some quaners the
response has been "so what?", while in
others it's been "it's about time'" The
latter attitude was strongl)' represented in
a petition "Troubled Waters, A Call for
Action," endorsed by some 1600 marine
scientists and conseJ\'3tion biologists from
around the world It has been distributed
among government officials. but it
deseJ\'es wider circulation.
This document's most relevant section
states: "Life in the world's estuaries,
coastal waters, enclosed seas, and oceans
is increasingly threatened by:
I. Overexploitation of species
2. Physical alteration of ecosystems
3. Pollution
... Introduction of alien species and
5. Global atmospheric change.
Scientists have documented the ex1inction
of marine species, disappearance of
biosystems, and loss of resources worth
billions ofdollars." Citing a litany of
:xamples of the above five points from
lround the globe, this discouraging
;Iocument ends: "There is no doubt that
,he sea's biological diversity and integril)'
.lte in trouble."
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Coastal Resort defeated
In a surprising 12-0 vote, the California
Coastal Commission denied the multi-
billion-dollar Hearst Corporation's
application to develop nearly 700 acres
along the last undeveloped stretch of the
coast along High\\'3Y I between Los
Angeles and San Francisco. The
company sought to build what it called a
-destination resort," complete \\ith four
hotels with 650 rooms. a championship
27-hole golfcourse, an equestrian ccnter,
convention center and other facilities.
This application generated more
widespread, vehement opposition than
an~' that has come before the Commission
in recent years. An alliance between local
environmentalists, conservationists, and
family ranch owners also attracted strong
local citizen suppon for the defeat of the
proposal. One meeting attracted 1,000
people. The Hearst lawyers' argument
that the project would create more than
1,000 jobs and add $13 million a year in
tax revenues for cash-shy San Luis
Obispo County did not sway the
opposition. Many opponents expressed
cautious optimism but noted that Hearst
still owns more than 77,000 acres of land
in that area and has deep pockets. It was
also noted, with some expressing dismay,
that the Commission might allow Hearst
to build a 375-room hotel in San Simeon
Village.
IATTC Update
The second Intergovernmental Meeting
primarily devoted to negotiations to tI)' to
complete the binding agreement to
implement the International Dolphin
ConseJ\'3tion Program con\'CDCS in early
FebnJaI)' in La Jolla. By far the most
difficult, yet essential, element in this
process is to resolve the conflict surrounding
the Dolphin Mortalil)' Limit (DMLs). At the
October meeting it became obvious that this
issue is both pivotal and contentious.
The DML concept "'35 "codified"' in the
1992 La Jolla Agreement and further
refined in the Panama Declaration of 1995.
Each signator.y member nation fishing on
dolphins in the Eastern Pacific OCean
(EPO) receives a total national mortality
quota based on the number ofthe
EPO-Wide quota in the Marine Mammal
Protection Act - currently 5,000 per year.
Each nation then selects all properly
qualified vessels and submits all necessary
documentation to the International Review
Panel (IRP). The IRP then allocates a
vessel-by-vessel mortality limit for that
nation's boats. The IRP, which usuall~'
meets just before or just after the
Commission meetings. has the thankless
task of reviewing all catch records. vessel
logs. and observer repons.
There is some resistance from fisheries
representatives from a few countries to the
per-vessel allotment system. There is also
conccrn that, with the lifting ofembargoes
should the agreement be adopted, there may
be an increase, especially from some of the
European Union nations, in the number of
countries authorized to fish in the EPO.
There is also some concern over the possible
increase in the size of some fleets.
Spokespersons for these fisheries groups
have voiced their apprehension that
individual boat DMLs could become so low
as to be unachiC\'eable.
February 1998
Gray Whale Census Completes Removal from List
Agray whale census conducted by NatiolUll MarineFisheries Services scientists was conducted
between mid-December 1997 and late-Februar)'
1998 at the California Department ofFish and Game
Laboratory at Granite Canyon south of Carmel. This
will constitute the final season ofa five-year program to
monitor the eastern Pacific stock following its removal
from the list of Endangered and Threatened Wildlife. In
addition to the systerlUltic counts. a stud)' was initiated to
calibrate pod size estimates and quantifY other critical
variables used to correct the counts when calculating the
population abundance. This study was done in January
through aerial observations. thermal sensor video-
documentation. and tearns of shore-based observers
tracking selected whale groups. Furthennore. there wcre
tcsts ofelements of the standard counting procedures as
necessary to improve corrections used in making
population abundance calculations, such as diurnal
lrends in travel rates. consistency in linkages between
whale sigbtings within each record. and quantification of
variables used to detect rlUltches between sighting
records. The current abundance estimate is 22.263
(20.100-24,400) and the population still appears to be
increasing. (Source: D. Rugh. NMFS)
Mass Stranding of Dolphins on
Cape Cod, Massachusetts
Wellfleet Cape Cod. Massachusetts - There was a [lUlSS
stranding of Atlantic white-sided dolphins on January 30th.
At least 35 died and more were in trouble. Rescuers who
spent the previous day ttying to save dozens ofdolphins
headed back to Wellfleet to try to save two more thaI
beached themselves in mudflats on Friday. Such strandings
involving this species and Pilot whales occur almost
annually at this location.
(Adapted from Monterey County Herald. January 31. 1998
and submitted by Alan Baldridge.)
(Jou~ual Local marloe mammal Ob~eruQtloQ~ lor JaQuQ,,,
Guadalupe fur seal- an 84 pound yearling male was
picked up alive at Point Lobos State Reserve on January
4th. It is doing well at the California Marine Mammal
Center in Sausalito. (Sources: Jerry Loomis and CMMC.)
Harbor seal • a premature pup was born at Hopkins
Marine Station on January 29th. It was in the white or
lanugo coat normally shed before birth. Survival was
considered questionable in this case. (Sources: T.
Nicholson and C. Revelas.)
Gray WhaJe • a new born was observed along the south
shore ofCannel Meadows, north of San Jose Creek Beach
on January 29th. The mother/calfpair were in the outer
edge of the breakers, vcr,' close to shore. The calf
appeared to be in some danger. (Source: Gayle Lundquist.)
Cuvier's Beaked Whale - a specimen of this rare whale
washed ashore on Marina State Beach on January 13th.
This female was an estimated 20 feet in length. Necropsy
was carried out by Terry Darcey and Tom Kieckhefer (both
ACS Board Members) and members of the Moss Landing
Marine Laboratories Stranding Network. This is only the
third or fourth known stranding from the Monterey Bay
region. It is observed at sea one to three times mOSl years.
February \998
• -.'---
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Marine Mammal Sightings -December 12tl' through Jan. 25th
...compiled by Richard Ternul/o
6 ray Whales arc the dominant baleen whale in Monterey Bay. With the exception ofa single Minke Whale, no otherbaleen whales have been recorded dUring this period. Gmy Whales will decline in number until about the second week of
Febroal)' when the first northbound whales are recorded. This year's southbound migration has recorded the most
mother/calf pairs ever recorded: about 36 by whale watching boats and over 40 from the Gray Whale Census Station. A first for
many people was the witnessing ofa birth on 1115 at 11:57 a.m. The most notable development among toothed whales is the
recording of NO Dall's porpoise this month. Wann waters (about 4~ abo,·c normal) seem to favor common dolphin. See below.
DATE NlT:\fBEROF
,\.I\jIMALS
LOCATIO:" Oss. DATE !\il~fBEROF
A. .ll\L\LS
LOCATION Oss.
A live stranding ofa calf, fU'Sl. observed near the Monterey Beal:h
Hotel
1/20
1/13
GRAY WHALE
300m E Wharf#2
MINKEWBALE
Near Hopkins Marine Station
Mbs
JW
\2129
12/30
1/3
1/5
1/8
SHORT-BEAKED COMMON DOLPHIN
300 2.5 mi SW Cypress Pt. MBWW
400 3 mi W Pt, Joe MBWW
20 0.25 mi N Otter Pt. NL
900 2 mi NW Cypress Pt. MBWW
50 3.5 mi SW Pt. Pinos MBWW
Multiple sightings, (1/6-7-8-9-15-24) all from the Granite Creek Gtay
Whale Census Station
LONG BEAKED COMMON DOLPHIN
13 sightings throughoul the Bay.
NORTHERNELEPBANTSEAL
I Next to Monterey BreaJ.-waler MB\\tW
12/30 2
KILLER WHALE
BAIRD'S BEAKED WHALE
10 mi SW Cypress Pt.
CUVIER'S BEAKED WHALE
HN
1/8
1/10
1/22
COMMON DOLPHIN SP.
5000 I mi N Lover's Pt.
'? 1.5 mi NW Cypress Pt.
JW
RVIWF
1/16 A dead stranding ora 21-ft. female on Marina State Beach
The wann water may also accoUDt for the Cuvier's Beaked Whale and
Baird's Beaked Whale, both possibly extra-seasonal. 1/8
1/27
NORTHERN FUR SEAL
1.5 mi WPt. Pinos
4 mi W Pt. Pinos
MBWW
MBWW
PAcmc WHITE-SIDED DOLPHIN
45 4.5 mi W Pl. Joe MBWW
RISSO'S DOLPHIN
t2131 \00 3.5 mi WPLJoc
12131 30 0.5 mi. N Hcpkins Marine SllIlico
1/3 100 2mi WPLJoe
AssodaUd with 50 PlIdfir Whlu..Sldeci Dolphin
1/5 IS-20 4.5 lUi SW PL Pinos
1/16 8-10 2.7S lUi W PL Pinos
1120 12 0.75 mi. N Lover's Pt.
\2127
NL
UN
HN
MBWW
OF
LO
CALIFORNIA SEA UON
Seen throughoUl the Bay with about 400-600 hauled oUl on the
Monterey BreaJ.-water.
HARBOR SEAL
Seen along rocky coasts from Monterey Harbor to Pt. Lobos and in
Elkhorn Slough.
SOUTHERN (CALIFORNIA) SEA OTTER
Seen all along the rim of the Bay, Elkhorn Slough. and outer coast.
KEY TO OBSERVERS
GF=G. Fisher. NL=N. Lemon. HN=H. Neece, MBWW=Monterey Bay Whale Walch, LO=L, Oliver, RVIWF=RIV Western Flyer,
JW=J. Williamson
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Pinnipeds in Peril, Salmon and Steelhead Populations declining
by Deane Oberste-Lehn
S C\'en dead sea lions were found on Doran Beach. 50miles north of San Francisco. Sea lionsoccasionaJI~' wash up on the beach. but so man~' in
a short time is unusual and alanning. according to \\ildlife
officials. Some were decapitated and some possibb' shot to
death. but the degree ofdecomposition prevented conclusive
dctennination. Gary' Wood of the National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS) downplayed the possibility of human
involvement in the animals' decapitation. Killing marine
mammals violates the Marine Mammal Act and is a felony.
TIle NMFS and California Department of Fish and Game
arc investigating the deaths.
A recent NMFS draft proposal. however. recommends
killing harbor seals and sea lions to protect dwindling
salmon and steelhead populations and to reduce competition
for fish between pinnipeds and humans. The proposal also
would permit commercial fishennen to kill sea lions and
harbor seals to protect fishing gear and catch.
The decline ofsalmon and steclhcad is not due to prCdation
b)' pinnipeds. It is due to the bloeking of streams by dams
that fish need to deposit their eggs in fresh water. and
contamination of the water by human activities. The 1988
Annual Repon of the California Advisory Committee on
Salmon and Stee1bead Trout points to agricultural
diversions. temperature-altering reservoir water releases.
logging. grazing. mining, land development. and road
construction: "The principle problems causing salmon and
steelhcad declines can be tied to one \ital issue: water -
salmon and steelhead are threatened most by inadequate
strearnflows and the loss or degradation of habitat."
Salmon and steelhead are generally not II principal food for
pinnjpeds. Seals prefer flat bottom fish such as halibut.
sole. and flounder. Predation of salmonids by pinnipeds is
more typically the result of human-induced bottlenecks
along fish migration routes. such as the Seattle Ballard
Locks. Human activities have changed estuaries, where
lower water levels and lack of hiding places in pools have
made the fish easier to catch by pinnipeds.
Despite the declining salmon and stcelhead populations.
many fishennen deny they are responsible for further
reducing populations by overfishing. They blame the seals
and sea lions. and are applying great pressure to allow the
killing of these marine mammals. However, other
fishennen realize that shooting sea lions is not the solution.
Zeke Grader. director ofthe Pacific Coast Federation of
Fishermen's Associations. believes the problem is "'severe
habitat degradation." He recommends long-term habitat
Page 6
restoration etTons, including upstream and upslope
regulation. coldwater releases from dams. removal of small
hydroelectric dams. better fish screens in diversions to small
streams. and better flow regimes.
Grader said. ''1'm fearful about what NMFS bas proposed.
They're sa)ing go ahead and kill sea lions. This is going to
create a more dangerous situation on the ocean and a big
public relations problem for the reputation of the fishing
industry.- He believes that there would still be a huge
salmonid problem even "ifwe had no sea lions:'
The NMFS repon admits. -predation by pinnipeds is not a
principal factor in the proposed listing under the ESA
(Endangered Species Act) of any salmonid populations."
Consequentl}', NMFS is using marine mammals as
scapegoats instead ofaddressing tlte real threats to the fish.
Pinnipeds should not be killed. Instead, in tlte short term,
they may be temporarily relocated to allow endangered fish
runs to spawn, while long-term fish habitat restoration efforts
proceed.
Comments on this issue should be sent to:
Rolland Schmitten. NMFS
1315 East-West Highway
Silver Spring. MD 20910
Alan Baldridge and Leon Oliver enjoy another successful
ACS Whale Watch trip in January. Alan was one of
several naturalists providing cxpen narration on the trip.
while Leon piloted the Magnum Force about 14 miles.
Photo b)' Charles Winegarden
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More Whale Watch Photos
John Guthrie and Tom Kieckhefer contemplate a Gray Whale's breakfast ofamphipods (left), while 10 Guerrero explains
whale watching to a couple of)·oungsters. (photos by Charles Winegarden)
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Hawaiian Monk Seals: Endangered phocids
Date and Time: Thursday, March 26, 7:30 P.M.
Place: Hopkins Marine Station, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building (across from the American Tin Cannery
Outlet Stores)
Speaker: Josh Adams, Moss Landing Marine Laboratories
Hawaiian Monk Seals: the natural bistory, biology, and
conservation of an endangered phocid
The Hawaiian Monk Seal (Monarchus schauinslandi) is a critically endangered
phocid. restricted primarily to the sub-tropical Pacific. surrounding the
Northwestern Hawaiian Islands. including French Frigate Shoals. Laysan and
Midway Islands.
A tiny percentage of the population now breeds on the main islands ofHawaii.
Since the late 1950's, beach counts throughout the sears range have dropped by
nearly 60%. Current estimates place the population size at approximately 1300-
mIn This Issue 1400 individuals. Both natural and anthropogenic factors have been identified
-------------11 as affecting population growth.
Hawaiian Monk Seals 1
2
.~ ,_.__,__ To learn more about ongoing research and how'scientists seek to enhance the
April Program Pmiew 1 recovery ofHawaiian Monk Seals, you are invited to come view this exciting
--~---------- multimedia presentation.
Barbara Britten's Updates
This is our first program on this the rarest U.S. pinniped, and along with the
S Northern Right Whale, is the most endangered marine mammal in U.S. waters.
4
Sightings Map
- Our speaker, who has recently worked on the species in the islands. will give a
Northern Right Whale 3 briefSU11Utl3IY of the origin, evolution, and present status of the genus
Sighting Monarchus (Hawaiian, Mediterranean and Can"bbean monk seals). and discuss
4
' historic population trends, ecology, biology and natural histOIy, and!:~r:uary Meetin!~~ __ conservation and recovery efforts.
Marine Mammal Sightings
---,~---------------
Whale Watch Photo 6
April 30th Program Preview
Title: Elephant Seals of San Simeon
Speaker: Milos Radakovich
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Coastal Pollution Targeted; Tuna/Dolphin Negotiations
...by Barbara Brillen
Barbara Bntten IS .\farlne EnI~ronmentConwltantfor the ACSMonterI!)' Bay Chapter and provIdes liS With current reports on conservation and efMronmentul
~bl'cpollc)' ISsues. Barbara was ACS Nal/onal's representative in Washington D.C. for 14 years before movmg to the Davis. C4 area. She was appointed in 1994
b> PreSIdent ClInton as the sale enl'lTonmentulw on the four-member panel ofcommissioners who head the U.S. delegation ofthe /nter-AmeT/can Tropical Tuna
Commission '/ATTCIJ.
Coastal Pollution Targeted
The Clinton administration reccntl}·
announced an ambitious environmental
initiative targeting a neglected. but crucial
element in the 1972 Clean Water Act,
namely, the reduction of the land-bosed
sources of the pollution of our coastal
waters. There has been considerable
progress in the last decade in reducing the
rate, toxicity and kinds of pollution that
pour into rivers and streams flowing into
coastal waters from so-called point
so~.Th~inm~dwdindwttrialpwn~
are identifiable and are independent
entities that can be, and have been,
prosecuted under the act's penalty
provisions.
II is the more difficu1tto identify non-
poinl sources of pollution that are the
focus of this initiative. The EPA repons
that 40% ofthe nation's rivers, streams,
and lakes are still too polluted for
swimming and fishing. More than 2600
No Sl\imming" signs were posted on the
nation's beaches in 1996. Non-point
sources contribute to the enonnous waste
stream; among them are street runofffrom
Slonn drains, polluted rain water,
fertilizer- and pesticide-laden agricultural
drainage and animal waste from the
proliferating huge chicken and hog
..factory" farms.
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This ambitious and costly proposal
specifically includes:
I) increased assistance to states for
controlling discharges that harm fish,
shellfish, beaches, and drinking waler
sources;
2) financial incentives to private
landowners to create buffer zones lhat
create natural filtration systems for fann
drainage waler; and
3) a national survey of the amount of
merewy and other toxies in populations
of fish and shellfish.
Congress may balk at these proj~' cost-
more than $2 billion over five years - to
say nothing ofthe legislators' resistance,
especially among the Republicans, even
to consider the overdue reauthorization of
the Clean Water Act. Furthermore,
Congress's current antipathy to
govcmment-by-regulation, should that be
the administration's chosen course, may
also interfere with 3D)' action on this
effort to address this thorny problem.
On the other hand, lawmakers have
learned (some ofthem) that anti-
environmentaJ efforts in Congress tend to
be unpopumr with some voters in an
election year. Meanwhile, the future
health ofeverything from phytoplankton
to salmon to cetaceans need all the help
they can get.
TunaIDolpbio Negotiations
It was 5 o'clock on the morning ofFebruary
7th when the flnal 20-hour marathon
negotiating session ended, with the chair's
announcement that, paragraph by
paragraph, consensus bad been reached on
all the Articles and Annexes in the final
draft of the Binding International
Agreement. Cheers and appwuse broke out
from the weary delegatons and a handful of
observers who remained. In a few minutes,
champagne for aU those present was
distributed, thanks to the donalion ofone of
the countries present
Until we get the flnal text, with i~ complex
and myriad amoun~ of rewritten, amended ,
or deleted language, it is unwise to go into
details. At the very beginning, and thanks
almoSl entirely to the years ofeffort by the
head ofthe U.S. delegation, there was a
significant vietory for openness and
transparency in conducting this, and all
future meetings. For the first time, all
observers and Non-Govemmental
Organizations (NOO's) were allowed in
sub-group sessions, inclumng those drafting
the text and those tackling the substance of
inmvidual segmcn~. It is a significant
achievement and welcomed by the many
observers and NOO's present.
It is noteworthy that some concessions were
made by all sides and that, in general, some
substantive tightening and strengthening,
from the U.S. poinl ofview, was achieved.
(continued on page 6)
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Adapted from the March 4, 1998
Monterey Herald:
It was an extraordinary introduction
to the Monterey Bay National Marine
Sanctuary for its new superintendent.
Bill Douros, when he and a pilot
were flying near Cape San Martin a
few miles north of the San Luis
Obispo C01Dlty line earlier this month
and saw large splashes in the ocean
below them.
"We looked down and saw a large
black whale being chased by gray
whales," Douros said. It was an
1Dlusual sighting of two gray whales
apparently hnrassing an CX1remely
rare northern right whale off the Big
Sur coast. A pod ofabout 12 gray
whales was nearby, he said, but only
two were obviously involved with the
right whale.
Douros and the pilot circled the
whales for about 15 minutes,
watching the right whale veer back
and forth and splash and dive
repeatedly as it apparently tried to
elude the pursuing gray wholes.
Eventually, the right whole
submerged for an extended period.
"It's an extraordinary, 1Dlprecedented
sighting," said Alan Baldridge,
retired librarian ofStanford
University's Hopkins Marine Station
in Pacific Grove. Baldridge said it is
only the fourth sighting ofa right
whale off the California coast in the
last 15 years. Right whales are the
rarest whale in the north Pacific, he
said, adding. "We've never heard of
aggressive behavior between baleen
whales. We see aggressive
interactions between baleen and
toothed whales - such as orcas. But
nothing like this."
(continued on page 6)
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Marine Mammal Sightings ~ Jan. 25th - Feb. 25th
...compiled by Richard Temullo
S evere winter storms have limited observations of marine mammals in Monterey Bay. There was a decrease in sightingsofLong/Short Beaked Common Dolphin, but there were several sightings ofRisso's Dolphin. For the second
consecutive month there were no sightings of DaO's Porpoise or Pacific White-sided Dolphins. Gray Whales were the
only large baleen whale recorded during this period. The fust northbound Gray Whale was sighted on February 11. An
entangled Gray Whale was Sighted near Otter Pt. in mid February. The whale appeared to have crab pot gear wrapped around
the tailstock. A whale stranded a few days later near Santa Cruz was also entangled in similar gear.
DATE NUMBER OF
ANIMALS
LOCATION ODS. DATE NUMBER OF
ANIMALS
LOCATION ODS.
1/31
1131
2/13
2124
KILLER WHALE
I male Pl Lobos
COMMON DOLPHIN SP.
50-60 0.5 mi N Lover's Pt.
5-6 4 mi SW PlPinos
NORTHERN FUR SEAL
8 mi NW Pt. Pinos
CALIFORNIA SEA LION
JA
JW
DD
ELDER
RISSO'S DOLPHIN
1/31 1SO 2 mi NW Monterey Harbor JW
Associated with 10 NORTHERN RIGHT WHALE DOLPHIN
2/13 80-100 4 mi SW Pl Pinos LO
2/16 12 1mi N Lover's Pl MBWW
2122 15-20 S mi W Pt.Pinos MBWW
2124 15-20 2.5 mi W Pl Joe NL
DARBORSEAL
Seen along rocky caasts from Monterey Harbor south to Pt. Lobos
and in Elkhorn Slough.
There are about 200-400 hauled out on the Monterey Breakwater and
on floating docks within the harbor.
SOUTHERN (CALIFORNIA) SEA OTI'ER
Seen from Monterey Harbor south to Pt. Lobos and in Elkhorn
Slough.
KEYTO OBSERVERS
JA =1. Aliotti. DD=D. Davi. ELDER=Elderostel. NL=N. Lemon. MBWW=Monterey 83)' Whale Watch, LO=L. Oliver,
JW=J. Williamson
~!.~~~.;
~~tt·, ;: ':'-
, .
Roc:ky, a Califomia sea tim at UC SauIa CNz's
Long Marine l.abonslory
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February Meeting Review:
Effects of Sound on Pinniped Hearing
The speaker for February's meeting was Brandon Southall from UC-5anta Cruz and he
sIIamI some results of his on-going research into the effects ofsounds on pinniped
hearing, funded in part by the Monterey Chapter-ACS. Southall's presentation was
even covered by KSBW-TV 8 News.
Pinnipeds rely on hearing to perform many important tasks. They are exposed to often
high levels of natural ambient noise and presumably have some means ofextracting
from this background noise information which is imponant to them. However. little is
known about pinniped hearing and the masking effects of noise. Recent research in
this matter bas been sparked by increasing realization ofthe fact that humans are
generating considerable amounts ofunderwater sound such as that from vessel traffic
and for example, the proposed ATOC (Acoustic Thermometry ofOcean Climate)
experiment The concern is that this may have detrimental effects on marine mammals
for whom hearing is important Southall discussed the following:
1. research on auditory masking in 3 pinniped species,
2. practical and theoretical concerns regarding this and related work, and
3. a comparative discussion of the effects of noise on other marine mammals
(including cetaceans).
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Northern Right Whale
(continued)
Baldridge cautioned, howe\'er, that it
is not clear just what was happening in
the observed interaction between the
whales. Right whales were hWlted to
the brink of extinction near the tum of
the century and Baldridge said the
species is not expected to survive as
"so few remain, .. .it is not a viable
population. The previous three
sightings ofT California were in March
198I in the santa Barbara Channel, in
March 1982 ofT HalfMoon Bay, and in
1995 ofTPoint Piedras Blancas, near
Cambria. Right whales are about 10
feet longer and much fatter than grays,
which are nearly 40 feet long. Report
sightings to the sanctuary, 647420I.
Whale Watch Photo
Photo by Charles Winegarden
Monterey Chapter
ACS President Dan
Presser and Alan
Baldridge enjoy a
successful ACS
whale watch trip in
Janwuy. About 25-
30 Gray Whales
were seen on the
trip.
TunaIDolphin Negotiations (continued from p. 2)
These achievements were not accomplished without
considerable tension and a fair amount offrank. but rarely
really acrimonious, discussions and dissensions from many
countries.
How the final text will be received in the participating
countries, again including the U.S., remains to be seen.
Soundings
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Il appears that the schism within the U.S. environmental
community on this agreement's text will remain. but in what
form the opposition to it will emerge also remains to be seen.
The same uncertainty can probably be predicted ifand when
there is a discussion in Congress. Since it is not an
international treaty, it does not require formal ratification by
the Senate.
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Elephant Seals ofSan Simeon
Date IDd Time: Thursday, April 30, 7:30 P.M.
Place: Hopkins Marine Station, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building (across from the American Tin Cannery
Outlet Stores)
Speaker: Milos Radakovich, Coastal Naturalist and BAY NET Coordinator
San SimeoD's ElephaDt Seal SpriDg PopulatioD is It least 5,000
No, they are not swimming around the decorative pools at Hearst Castle, but
just four miles north, and right next to Highway One, a new mainland breeding
colony ofelephant seals has brought these magnificent animals within easy
reach (at times, too easy) ofpassing motorists. The result bas been a mix of
wonderful viewing opportunities and potentially dangerous interaction between
human and marine mammal.
During aboriginal times. Nonhem elephant seals are thought to have inhabired
much of the northeast Pacific coast and numbered in the hundreds of thousands.
1 or'h • ~ During the 18005, heavy hunting for oil and skins drasticalJy reduced their
... II ~ j IS ~ssue number. By the tum ofthe centwy the survivors were limired to Guadalupe
Elepant Seals of San Simeon 1 Island off the coast ofBaja California. and are thought to have numbered fewer
than 100 individuals. Their subsequent protection from hunting. first by Mexico
------------11 (1922) and by the U.S. has resulred in a spectacular recoveIY. Despite pup
May Program Preview 1 mortality that can reach 30-50% in some winters, in less than 100 years the
Barbara Britten's Updates 2 population has grown to over 150,000.
Tune to sIart thinking about 3 During the 19805 elephant seals began hauling out periodically in secluded
this Summer's Whale Watch coves near San Simeon in northern San Luis Obispo County. In Janwuy of
Trip 1992 the first female gave birth and within S years the new colony bad grown to
-------.------ the point where over 1,000 pups were bom The population is estimated at over
Marine Mammal Sightings 4 5,000 individuals during its spring peak. It is significant that the Ano Nuevo
-S-igh-tin-gs-Ma-p--------S-I colony took IS years to reach the 1,000 pup mark. Protedion of this colony
from public distwbance has been difficult. Our speaker and Rachel saunders.
Symposium: Gmy Whales in 6 Center for Marine Conservation. last fall began the training of 34 BAY NET
Peril guides who were in the field by Thanksgiving and have since interacted with
____________ hundreds ofvisitors.
Be sure to look for Ena Lee Albright's
profile ofLeland Peterson's
woodcarvings ofwhales at Pt Lobos in
the May issue ofSoundingslll
Please join us for what should prove to be a stimulating. infonnative and
entertaining evening.
May 28th Program Preview
Tide: The Galapapgos Islaods: aD EI NiDO Penpective
Speaker: Willilm UndslY, MODterey PeDiDsula College
HOPK}j~S MARINE STATION LIBRARY Nt 21 1998
··..::d
Controversy over Cetaceans in Washington State;
Possible Endangered Species Action ...by Barbara Brinen
Barbara Brinen isMarine Environment Consultantfor the ACSMonterey Bay Chapter andprqvides us with cu"ent reports on conservation andenvironmental
public policy iSSJles. Barbara wasACSNational's representative in Washington D.C. f01 J4yeors before moving to the Davis, CA area. She wa.r appointed in J994
byPresident Clinton as the sole environmentalist on thefour-member panel ofcommi.rsioners who headthe U.s. delegation ofthe Inter-American Tropical Tuna
Commission [1A1TCJ}.
Controversy over Cetaceans
Most ACS members are familiar with the
controversy stirred up at last year's
Whaling Commission meeting by the U.S.
proposal to secure an "aboriginal" take of
gray whales by the Makab tribe whose
reservation is located in the far
northwestern corner ofthe Olympic
Peninsula. Strong ~ections were
expressed by many nations usually allied
with the U.S., as well as by NGO
representatives ftom many countties
around the world The U.S. delegation
was caught in a legal bind because of the
19th-amtUJy treaty with the tnee
specifically granting whaling rights. The
U.S. pushed for the quota. some say, by
using dubiously-invoked Commission
rules.
A recent story in the Seanle TImes
revealed an embarrassing (to the tribe)
display ofsupport for their cause ftom an
international organization that the U.S.
had cautioned the tribe's leaders to avoid
This organization, the newly-formed
World Whaling Council is headquartered
in Victoria. British Columbia and is
reported to be financially backed by Japan
and Norway. Some 60 "guests" from such
lands as Tonga. New Zealand, Greenland
and the Faroes were shown "hospitality
our way" according to a ttibal
spokesperson. It is no secret that this
orpnization's aim is to overturn the 1986
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moratorium on commercial whaling.
(The Japanese apetite for whale meat far
exceeds the available supply.)
Meanwhile, the Makahs are preparing for
the fall hunt, its first in over 70 years. A
group ofeight neophyte hunters chosen
from the tnee's '1raditional" whaling
families is now in Barrow, Alaska,
training with whaling captains there
during this spring's annual bowhead
hunt.
The fall hunt may be in jeopardy,
however. A member ofCongress from a
district near the Canadian border,
together with several animal rights
organizations, has filed a lawsuit in an
attempt to stop the hunt. A hearing is
expected in the court sometime this
summer.
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Endangered Species Action
Just before the draft ofthis column was
finished, a new bulletin from the
Endangered Species Coalition arrived. The
Congress leaves on another of its many
recesses scheduledby this avoid-
controversy-at-all~ Congress. They will
return on April 20. The usual "reliable
sources" indicate that the Senate
(Kempthome, S 1180) bill may be brought
to the floor after the Easter-Passover break.
Since this bill was last described here. it has
become even less acceptable. Majority
Leader Trent Lott has added several
amendments further weakening it
In the meantime, the house version now has
over 100 co-sponsors. The coalition
members have sua:eeded in getting editorial
support for H.R. 2351 introducedby Rep.
George Miller (D-CA). This recess time
provides an opportunity to make your
thoughts on Kempthome vs. Miller known
to your Congress members. They are
extremely sensitive to input from their
constituents in a critical election year like
this one. Call their district offices and ask if
they co-sponsored H.R. 2351. Iftbey have,
and you are so inclined, congratulate them.
Ifnot. and ifyou agree, ask them to
consider signing on.
A glimmer ofhope for a strong ESA might
be drawn from a recent House vote. To the
surprise ofthe House leadership and to
many Congress watchers, and with a White
House veto looming, fifty Republicans broke
ranks and opposed a conservative-backed
logging bill. It would have allowed
accelerated logging, thinning "overstocked
stands oftrees" under the guise of
improving forest health. Those fifty votes
represent nearly twenty-five percent of the
Republicans' slim majority.
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Time to Start Thinking about this summer's ACS Whale
Watch Boat Trip!!!
The following is a report ofwhat was seen on last September's (on the 6th)
ACSIMB boat trip on Monterey Bay aboard Monterey Bay Sport Fishing's
Vessel Magnum Force.
The leaders for this trip were Alan Baldridge, Esta Lee Albright, Jo Guerrero,
and Jerry Loomis.
Among the sigbtings on the trip were:
• 17 Hwnpback Whales - scattered from offCannel Highlands north to
northwest ofPoint Pinos in groups of5,3,3,2,2. Behaviors included:
breaching (distant). nuking, flipper slapping, verticalllmge feeding and
associations with clouds of Sooty Shearwaters. Long-beaked Common
Dolphins and California Sea Lions.
• 1500.2000 Long-beaked Common Dolphins - in sma1l scattered groups
of SO or so in the morning. merging into larger groups in the afternoon.
Dolphin behaviors included head and tail slaps and breaching. One large
part ofthe school formed a nursery grouping of200-300 mother/calfpairs.
• I probable Minke whale - glimpsed south ofCypress Point.
• 3 female Northern Fur Seals offshore.
• Seabirds - included 20,000 Sooty Shewwaters, 100 pink-footed
Shearwaters, IS Buller's Shearwaters. IS Black-vented Shearwaters. 3
Sabine's Gulls. 8 Arctic Terns, Parasitic and Pomarine Jaegers.
Rhinocerous and Cassin's Auklets.
• Other species - 4 Mola molas (Ocean sunfish), 2-3 Aurelia jellies. No
Blue Sharks.
Watch for the lIIUl_tofcnar upcomJDg IIIIlIDler whale watcblna trip.
Membenbip Information
The objectives ofthe American cetacean Society include engaging in educational, conservational, and scientific pursuits for the
pwpose ofexpanding scientific knowledge ofwbales. dolphins, porpoises, and related creatures. The Monterey Bay Chapter meets at
7:30 p.m. on the last Thursday ofeach month at Hopkins Marine Station. Meetings and activities feature cetacea and various aspects
of the marine environment For additional information concerning ACS membemhip, contact Jon or Judy Hubbard at 726-1737.
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Marine Mammal Sightings - Feb. 25th - Mar. 25tll
...compiled by Richard Ternullo
6 ray Whales continue to be the only baleen whale obsclVed in Monterey Bay. The bulk of the adult and non-breedingwhales will decline until about mid-April. Mother and calves will be seen skirting the coast in and around kelpbeds and
headlands until mid-May. Look for an increased probability ofKiller Whale/Gray Whale interactions occurring in late
April to about the third week ofMay coinciding with the passage ofmother/calf pairs. There are already two such recordings.
Humpback Whales will become the most frequently sighted large cetacean for the next several months as the first of the
Humpback Whales arrive from their wintering grounds off Mexico and Central America. Among the small cetaceans, Pacific
White-sided Dolphin and Dalrs Porpoise are reported once this month. after an absence from the previous two recording
periods. Recordings ofall species seem low and may not be related to decreased effort from weather conditions.
DATE NUMBER OF
ANIMALS
LOCATION ODS. DATE NUMBER OF
ANIMALS
LOCATION ODS.
NL
MBWW
MBWW
··HARBORroRPOISE
3.5 mi NW MonteJey Harbor
CALIFORNIA SEA LION
2-4313
3/8
RlSSO'SDOLPBIN
3/6 300 4.5 mi NNW Pt. Pinos MBWW
3n 20-25 1.9 mi WSW Pt. Pinos HN
3/13 20 1 mi NW Pt. Pinos 8M
3/2J 3040 0.5 mi N Otter Pt. WW
Associated with unkno\W numbers ofNorthern RJght Whale
DoJphiD.
3/22 15-20 1.5 mi W Pt. Joe HN
3125 400 3.5 mi WNW Pt. Pinos 8M
Associated with 100 northern RJght Whale DolpbJD and 50-75
PadOc White-sl~edDolphin.
LONG-BEAKED COMMON DOLPHIN
2500 2 mi W Seal Rock
NORTHERN ELEPBANTSEAL
I 4.5 mi NW Pt. Pinos
JA
CB
DL
11.
MBWW 3/6
MBWW
2.5 mi W Pt. Joe
KlLLERWBALE
1mi W Yankee Pt.
DALL'SPORPOJSE
.NORTHERN FUR SEAL
2 mi W Cypress Pt.
2
20
5-6
3/19
3/15
3/12
Encountered a mating group ofGray Whales. Harassed and swam
between the whales. even lept over them. At least one female.type
KW engaged in one-on-one encounters with the grays.
3/17 5-6 Partington Pt.
Between Pescadero Pt. and Pt.
Lobos
Attacking a pair ofGray Whales, observed for at least 1hour. No kill.
KW moved otT to WNW and not seen again.
3/14 8 4 mi SW Pt. Pinos
3/6
PACIFICHARBORSEAL
Seen along rocky coasts from Monterey Harbor south to Pt. Lobos
and in Elkhorn Slough.
There are about 400 hauled out on the Monterey Breakwater and
rafting in the harbor.
SOUTHERN (CALIFORNIA) SEA OrnR·
Seen from MonteJey Harbor south to Pt. Lobos and in Elkhorn
Slough.
... " ... KEY TO OBSERVERS
JA::; J. Aliotti. CB~. Bancroft. DL=D. Lemon, NL=N. Lemon, lV=T. Lorenze, MBWW=Monterey Bay Whale Watch, SM=S.
Munro. HN=H. Neece, WW=W. Williamson
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Symposium: Gray Whales in Peril?
What: A symposiwn sponsored by the San Diego Chapter of the American Cetacean Society
When: Satwday, May 16,1998,1:00 - 4:30 p.m.
Where: The San Diego Zoo's Otto Center Auditoriwn
Colt: $25. $20 for ACS members and their guests
The main topic will be the saltworks proposed by Mitsubishi for San Ignacio Lagoon. We will also cover the perils facing gray whale
calves, such as high mortality and orcas. and an update on J.J.• who was recently released. There will also be a discussion of"Should Willy
Be Free to Eat J.P."
Speakers scheduled to appear are:
• Dr. James Sumlcb...noted gray whale expert
• Joe Cordero ofNMFS...will explain the regulations governing stranded marine mammals and J.J.
• Mark Spaldlng...an environmental attorney heavily involved in the saltworks issue.
• Dr, Elequlel Ezcurra...formerly director ofMexico's Nationallnstitute ofEcology. and a member of the scientific committee named
by the Mexican government to study the San Ignacio project.
• Dr. Sam RJdgway...author of"Dolphin Doctor" and co-editor ofthe "Handbook ofMarine Mammals" series.
• Mltsubisbl Corpontion...will send a representative from their New York office to describe the saltworks project.
Additional speakers may be added. For further information. call Bob Clark at (619)-447-018I. Reservations may be made by sending 8
check payable to ACSISan Diego to Bob Clark, 404 South Anza #14, EI Cajon. CA 92020
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The Galapogos Islands: An El Nino Perspective
Date and Time: Thursday, May 18, 7:30 P.M.
Place: Hopkins Marine Station, Lecture Hal~ Boatworks Building (across from the American Tin Cannery
Outlet Stores)
Speaker: Bill Lindsay, Monterey Peninsula College
Tbe Galapogos Islands: A Great Place to study evolutinary
trends and EI Nino
Positioned right on the equator 600 miles offtbe coast ofEcuador is an
enchanting place for naturalists from armmd the world - Galapogos.
pbeto by Tom Davis
It is famous for its seabirds, endemic fur seals and sea lions, its giant land
tortoises. marine iguanas, and unique flora and rich marine environment.
There is no more remarkable place on the planet for the study ofevolution.
especially recent and ongoing change. such as that exhibited by the group of
small birds known as DarWin's finches. cetaceans are abundant. from the ever-
______oo_oL_n_Th_is_l_s_'S_ue-l present Bottlenose dolphins up to larger whales such as Brydes and Sperms.
The Galapogos Islands: An
EI Nino Perspective
----_._-----_._--
Barbara Britten's Updates 2
Whale Watch Boat Trip 3
Membership Application 3
Marine Mammal Sightin~ 4
Sightin~Map 5
Sigbtings continued 6
Galapagos is also notable for being one oCthe first places in the Western
Hemisphere (or Eastern Pacific), to experience the development ofan EI Nino
phenomenon. whether a"mini" version or the current massive event affecting
the world's weather.
..... :. :.,".
- ."_ '",- ':J~-.:('; ''1~ ....
Be sure to check out Evelyn Starr's Monterey Chapter-ACS
homepage on the Internet at:
bttp:/lwww.redsbift.coml~/acsI
NS MA
R\N'E STAT\ON L\BRAP"
HOP\(\ . JON 2 2 \998
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Updates on IWC and IATTC;
New Perils to Coastal Waters
...by Barbara Brinen
Barbara Britten isMarine EnVironment COTISlllJantfor the ACSMonterey Boy Chapter andproVides UI With CIIrrent reports on conservation and enVironmental
public policy ismes. Barbara was ACSNational's npre.rentative tn WashtngtDn D.C. for /4 yetU's before moving to the Davis. CA are4 She was appointed tn /994
byPresident Clinton as the sole elfVironmentalin on thefour-member panel ofcommtllt01lerS who heDd the U.s. delegation ofthe Inter-American Tropical TU1Ia
Commisllon {/A1TC].
lWe
In an earlier column, mention was made
of the special IWC meeting in Antigua in
February. Sevenleen of the thirty-nine
member Dabons' representatives showed
up - none from Latin American countries.
The purpose was to analyze the little-
understood Irish proposal to create a
global high seas whale sanctuary while
also allowing the resumption ofsome
limited commercial whaling. This
meeting was closed to observers.
According to reports from attendees and a
press release issued at the conclusion.
there was "full and frank exchange of
views," but no consensus was reached.
The gulfbetween the two countries
strongly supporting a resumption of
commercial whaling, Japan and Norway,
and the plurality of many other countries
advocating acontinuation of the ban on
such whaling is as wide as ever. By the
time this column is published, the 50th
annual meeting ofthe IWC, in Muscat.
Oman will be in progress or already over.
This Irish proposal is expected to generate
considerable controversy - a hot topic in a
hot country.
IATfe:
Barely a month after the IWC meeting, the
6151 meeting of the IATrC will take place
June 10-12 in La 101la. The agenda is
lengthy but not comparable with the
negotiating sessions last October.
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It is noteworthy that the response to the
recently-released final, official version of
the text of the agreement bas apparently
been meager, at least in the U.S.
According to the State Department and
informed Congress watchers. there has
been no discussion in the House or
Senate. A few publications from
environmental groups have mentioned it
briefly. No nationwide campaign against
it has been mounted, as yet, by the groups
that vigorously opposed the enabling
legislation last year. There is speculation
that many groups are waiting until the
first report on the research on the effects
ofencin:lement on dolphins. due to be
released early in 1999, is put out by the
Secrewy ofCommerce.
New Perils for Coastal Waten:
Another recent column reported on the
administration's initiatives to stlengthen
regulations regarding the miscellaneous,
generally unidentifiable non-point sources
ofpollution. These numerous, noxious. if
not toxic, pollutants are pouring into
rivers and streams and thence to all the
coastal waters via bays and estuaries.
Practices causing non-point source
pollution occur allover the world in highly
industrialized Dations as well as agrarian or
developing nations and have an effect on
our seasand~.
An article in the Spring issue of "The
Amicus Joumat." a publication of the
Natural Resources Defense Council, entitled
"Underwater Epidemic," presents a
distUIbing review ofthe burgeoning of
microscopic marine toxins over the last few
decades. People living near coastal waters
have been aware ofthe potential hazards of
such microsc:opic invasions in the form of
red or brown tides, caused by various
dinoflagellates. At times these infestations
necessitate the closure offisheries, beaches,
or a ban on consuming seafood harvested
when the tides are "in bloom."
In the last few years, areas offisheries-rich
North Carolina and the Chesapeake Bay
experienced the impact ofa highly toxic
microbe called Pjisteria piscidda. Fish
died by the millions and rivers leading to
the Chesapeake were closed to all
commercial fishing activity. Pfister/a is an
organism only identified ten years ago. It
can assume many guises, some benign at
times. Some marine scientists have called it
the "cell from hell" and the "phantom". It
is one of numerous previously unknown
microbes, viroses, parasites and algal
blooms that seem to be proliferating. They
are causing enormous damage to coastal
marine inhabitants, including, some
scientists believe, to Florida's manatees.
The implications of this proliferation are
enormously important to the global coastal
waters that are the mainspring ofthe
complex food chains that can speD health or
disaster for entire marine ecosystems.
(p.S. Any reader wanting a photocopy of
this informative article can write Barbara
Britten at: 801 J St. #64. Davis, CA
95616.)
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Time tc) Start Thinking about this summer's ACS Whale
Watch Boat Trip!!!
The fonowing is a report ofwbat was seen on last September's (on the 6th)
ACSIMB boat trip on Monterey Bay aboard Monterey Bay Sport Fishing's
Vessel Magnwn Force.
The leaders for this trip were Alan Baldridge, Esta Lee Albright. Jo Guerrero,
and JerI}' Loomis.
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Among the sightings on the trip were:
• 17 Humpbatk Whales - scattered from offCannel Highlands north to
northwest of Point Pinos in groups of 5,3,3,2,2. Behaviors inclu=l:
breaching (distant). nuking, Dipper slapping, vertic:allunge feeding and
associations with clouds ofSooty Shearwaters, Long-beaked Common
Dolphins and California Sea Lions.
• 1500-2000 Long-beaked Common Dolphins - in small scattered groups
of50 or so in the morning, merging into larger groups in the afternoon.
Dolphin behaviors included head and tail slaps and breaching. One large
part ofthe school fonned a DurseJy grouping of2oo-3oo mother/calfpairs.
• I probable Minke whale - glimpsed south ofCypress Point.
• 3 female Northern Fur seals offshore.
• Seabirds - included 20,000 Sooty Shearwaters, 100 pink-footed
Shearwaters, 15 Buller's Shearwaters, 15 Black-vented Shearwaters, 3
Sabine's Gulls, 8 Arctic Terns, Parasitic and Pomarine Jaegers,
Rhinocerous and Cassin'5 Auklets.
• Other species - 4 Mola molas (Ocean suufish). 2-3 Aurelia jellies. No
Blue Sharks.
WlIIdl lor CIte !IIIft_coment01oar IJI'CUIIIIuIlIaIIIIIIft' wIaaIe 1I'StcIdq trip.
Membership laformatioa
The objectives of the American Cetacean Society include engaging in educational, conservational. and scientific pursuits for the
purpose ofexpanding scientific knowledge ofwhales, dolphins, porpoises, and related creatures. The Monterey Bay Chaplet meets at
7:30 p.m. on the last Thursday ofeach month at Hopkins Marine Station. Meetings and activities feature c:etac:ea and various aspects
of the marine environment. For additional information concerning ACS membership, contact Jon or Judy Hubbard at 726-1737.
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Marine Mammal Sightings""" Mar. 25th - Apr. 25th
...compiled by Richord Temullo
Humpback whales have replaced Gray Whales as the most frequently sighted baleen whale in our area. This trend shouldcontinue through May. Mother and calfGray Whales can be seen from locations close inshore as they move northward
until late May. The most extraordinary report is the recording ofKiller Whale/Gray Whale predation events from start
to finish, the first ever in recent times. There is an unseen annual drama occurring off our coast as the mothers and calves
make their way to Alaskan waters. This type of event has probably occurred for thousands ofyears, but only now has it been
documented. Monterey Bay seems to be an area of high risk for mother/calfpairs as they cross the deep submarine canon that
bisects our bay. Such events are expected to be possible until about mid to late May.
DATE NUl\mER OF
AN1MALS
LOCATION ODS.
MBW
BBC
BBC
HUMPBACK WHALE
There are twelve sightings ofup to 10 individuals. mostly from the
outer bay and from SW ofCypress Pt.
KILLER WHALE
4/5 4 1.5 mi W Cypress Pt. La
Killed and ate one pinniped?
4/13 6-7 4 mi SW Moss Landing RIV
PS
4119 6-7 7.5 MI. SSW Santa CIUZ WW
Eventually became about 18 KW, chased and killed 1 GRAY
WHALE calfafter a six hour predation event Mother survived.
4/19 2 4 mi W Salinas River BBC
Two male Killer Whales pursued and killed 1 GRAY WHALE calt:
they eventually associated with the above sighting.
4120 18 3 mi WPajaro River BBC
The same group ofkW sighted the day before still feeding on the
previous day's kill.
4/20 18 8 mi S Santa CIUZ BBC
Same group as above encOlmters and attacks another mother/calfpair
at 13:39, mother and calfsurvive after a 3-hour attack.
4/23 6 7 mi W Moss Landing NL
Same group as previous two days, killed and ate I NORTHERN
ELEPHANT SEAL.
4125 10 7 mi W Moss Landing KS
Attacked mother/calfpair GRAY WHALE, killed calf, mother
escapes.
NORTHERN RI<;BT WHALE DOLPHIN
4/22? OffGranite Creek BL
Associated with Wlknown ownber ofRISSO'S DOLPHIN.
RISSO'S DOLPHIN
4/5 10-15 7 mi WSW Pt. Pinos La
4/9 150-200 2 mi W Seal Rock JW
4/11 20 7 mi NNW Pl Pinos LO
4113 35-50 5 mi W Pt. Pinos La
4/22 10-12 3 mi SW Pt. Pinos MBW
PAcmc WBi1'E-smEDDOLPBIN
4/5 700 3mi NW Cypress Pl RIV PS
Associated with 10 HUMPBACKWHALES, 50 RISSO'S
DOLPHIN, and 4+ BALL'S PORPOISE.
4/14 10-12 2 mi W Pl Pinos
4/17 5-6 12 mi NW Pl Pinos
4/24 20 5 mi SW Moss Landing
• _ ••• " '. L. •
LO)\fG-BEAKED·OOMMON'DOLPBIN. ,.,'
4/10 1100 2 mi NW Pl Pinos WW
4/11 800 2 mi SSW Cypress Pl MBW
With 5 PACIFIC WHITE-SlDED DOLPHIN, diving 500+ ft.
DALL'S PORPOISE
4/1 4-5 5 mi SW C}press Pl MBW
4/5 4-5 4mi WPl Joe MBW
4/14 10-12 3 mi NW Pt. Pinos MBW
B01TlXNOSEDOLPBIN
4/1 6 Monterey BreakwaterlPlaza Hotel LO
HARBOR PORPOISE
4/22 12-4 2 mi W Marina State Beach BBC
"
NORTHERN ELEPHANT SEAL
4/11 1 3 mi W Pl Pinos MBW
4114 1 4.5 mi NWPl Pinos MBW
4/15 1 6 mi W Moss Landing BBC
4/23 1 4 mi SW Moss Landing BBC
,KEYTO OBSERVERS
BBC, British Broadcasting Corp.~ DD, D. Davi~ NL, N. Lemon~ BL, B. Lucas; MBW, Monterey Bay Whalewatch; LO, L. Oliver;
RO, R. Ortiz; RN PS, RN Pt. Sur; KS, K. Stagnaro; IW, 1. Williamson, WW. W. Williamson
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Unusual Spring Sightings Sightings (continued from page 4)
NORTHERN FUR SEAL
There are eleven sightings. most are unusually within Bay waters.
CALIFORNIA SEA LION
About 400 are hauled out on Monterey Breakwater and rafting in the
harbor.
ODS.
00
RO
LOCATION
BASKING SHARK
2 mi WAsilomar State Beach
STELLER SEA LION
0.5 mi. Pt. Pinos Light
DATE NUI\IBEROF
AJliBlALS
4/23
PAcmc HARBOR SEAL
Seen from Monterey Harbor south to Pt. Lobos and in Elkhorn
Slough.
SOUTHERN (CALIFORNIA) SEA OTI'ER
Seen from Monterey Harbor south to Pt. Lobos and in Elkhorn
Slough.
4/5
February 21. 1998 - a yearling Gray Whale was found dead
at Twin Lakes Beach in Santa Cruz. It was entangled in
fishing gear. Disposition ofcarcass unknown.
March 12th, 1998 - Killer Whale/Gray Whale encounter.
Carmel Bay. 15·20 Orcas were observed anackiDg two Gray
Whales for approximately 60 minutes between the north
shore ofPoint Lobos State Preserve and Pescadero Point.
Pebble Beach. A huge amount ofsplashing and fluking was
observed, with Gray Whale pectoral fins in the air. The
Orcas eventually departed to the west in three separate
groups towards Cypress Point The two Grays were last seen
swimming further into the Bay. No blood was visible. It was
apparently an unsuccessful attack. The observations were
made by two park visitors and Ranger Chuck Bancroft. The
visitors video-taped the encounter. This information was
provided to Alan Baldridge by Chuck Bancroft.
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Harbor Seals in Monterey Bay:
Their Diving Behavior and Movements
Thursday, Jooe 25, 7:30 p.m.
Hopkins Marine Station
Boatworks Building
Pacific Grove
Speaker: Tomo Eguchi, Moss Landing Marine Laboratories
The Harbor Seal is often considered to be a sedentary inhabitant of shallow
nearshore waters and kelpbeds. Modern tracking technology has helped to dispel
some misconceptions about these animals. Our speaker, who has just finished his
graduate work at the Moss Landing Marine Laboratories, will introduce us to their
biology in the Northeastern Pacific and review earlier work by Moss Landing
colleagues.
In order to study the diving behavior, teams of students captured seals and attached
time-depth recorders (TORs). These instruments record depth and duration of dives
as well as precise locations of the seals. Information on thousands ofdives was thus
acquired. Many seals travelled regularly to the same feeding areas while some
foraged much further afield. Locations and depths varied with seasons.
Please join us to learn important new information about these common and easily
seen inhabitants ofour shores. Monterey Bay scientists have become world leaders
in the study of this widespread species.
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Marine Mammal Sightings May 26 - June 25, 1998
Humpback Whales feeding in Monterey Bay along with hundreds of dolphins and seabirds are
offering incredible views. On some days Humpback Whales are associated with Pacific White-
sided Dolphins, on others with Long-beaked Common Dolphins. It is interesting to note that the
two dolphin species, although feeding in the same area at the same time, do not intermix to any
significant extent. Principal prey appears to be Northern Anchovy and Pacific Sardine.
The most notable toothed whale sighting is of two individual Sperm Whales. The first Blue
Whale sightings should occur sometime during the next month.
#of
animals Location Observer
Humpback Whale
There are 77 sightings of up to 30-40 individuals scattered throughout the Bay and surrounding
waters. They have been commonly observed in feeding associations with Pacific White-sided
Dolphin, Long-beaked Common Dolphin, and California Sea Lions. All apparently are
feeding on Pacific Sardine.
Fin Whale
5/12 2
Minke Whale
5/16 1
5/17 1
Sperm Whale
5/3 I
5/12 I
Killer Whale
5/20 2
Baird's Beaked Whale
5/7 8-10
Bottlenose Dolphin
5/15 6
7 mi. SW Moss Landing
Pt. Pinos Buoy
2 mi. W Marina State Beach
12 mi WSW Santa Cruz
15 mi SW Santa Cruz
2.5 mi NW Cypress Pt.
7.5 mi NW Pt. Pinos
Marina State Beach
ES
SHJ
LO
NO
ES
RNPS
NO
JW
Risso's Dolphin
There are 21 sightings scattered in our area, with up to 1000 individuals.
(continued on page 4)
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Pacific White-sided Dolphin
There are 27 sightings of up to 1000 individuals throughout the Bay and outer waters, mostly
combined with Humpback Whales, Risso's Dolphin, and Northern Right Whale Dolphin.
Northern Right Whale Dolphin
513 200 11 mi SW Pt. Pinos BBC
Associated with 500 Risso's Dolphin, 300 Pacific White-sided Dolphin, and two Humpback
Whales.
514 100 2 mi SW Cypress Point BBC
Associated with 500 Pacific White-sided Dolphin and 6 Humpback Whales.
Long-beaked Common Dolphin
Sill 100
5/21 300
5/23 500
Dall's Porpoise
5/9 5-6
Harbor Porpoise
4/27 3+3
4/28 2+1
4/28 10-15
4/28 4-6
5/10 4-6
3.5 mi W Marina State Beach
3 mi W Marina State Beach
3 mi W Pt. Pinos
4 mi SW Moss Landing
2.5 mi W Pajaro River
2.5 mi W Pajaro River
3.5 mi W Pajaro River
4 mi W Pajaro River
7 mi S Santa Cruz
MBW
MBW
SC
MBW
BBC
BBC
BBC
BBC
MBW
Northern Elephant Seal
There are 20 observations, mostly within Bay waters, and almost all ofyoung animals.
Northern Fur Seal
There are 20 sightings scattered throughout the inner Bay.
California Sea Lion
About 100 are hauled out on Monterey Breakwater and rafting in the harbor.
Pacific Harbor Seal
Seen from Monterey Harbor to Pt. Lobos and Elkhorn Slough.
Southern (California) Sea Otter
Seen from Monterey Harbor to Pt. Lobos and Elkhorn Shough.
Key to Observers: BBC=British Broadcasting Corporation, SC=S. Char1yn, ES=EcoScan (8.
Van Wennegon), MBW=Monterey Bay Whale Watch, NG=National Geographic, LO=L. Oliver,
RN PS=RN Point Sur, SHJ=Shearwater Journeys, JW=J. WiJliamson.
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Newsletter Editor Needed
The Monterey Bay Chapter of ACS urgently needs a newsletter editor.
Here's your opportunity to make a significant contribution to the chapter as
you learn more about whales, dolphins and other marine mammals.
If you're interested, please contact the Chapter President, Dan Presser, at
622-0800, or send him an e-mail messageatfourwinds@redshift.com.
Membership Information
The objectives of the American Cetacean Society include engaging in educational,
conservational, and scientific pursuits. for the purpose of expanding scientific knowledge of
whales. dolphins. porpoises, and related creatures. The Monterey Bay Chapter meets at 7:30
p.m. on the last Thursday of each month at Hopkins Marine Station in Pacific Grove. Meetings
and activities feature cetacea and various aspects of the marine environment. For additional
information concerning ACS membership. contact Jon or Judy Hubbard at 726-1737.
The American Cetacean Society Online
Next time you're "surfing the 'net", be sure to visit the World Wide Web site of the local ACS
Chapter at http://www.redshift.coml-estarr/acsl. The web site features information
about the local chapter, including the latest meeting announcement, in addition to Jinks to many
exciting cetacean-related sites around the world.
ACS National also has a web site with even more information about cetaceans and other marine
mammals, at http://www.acsonline.org/.This site includes Jinks to other chapters,
several Whale and Dolphin Fact Sheets, and lots more.
Ifyou don't have access to the World Wide Web, you can sign up for an hour of free time at the
Seaside Library. Volunteers will guide you through this amazing information resource. Call
899-2055 for reservations.
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Return to the Wild: the Completion of a
Dolphin "Science Sabbatical"
Speaker: Michelle Jeffries,
Monterey Bay Aquarium
Thursday, July 30, 7:30 p.m.
Hopkins Marine Station
Boatworks Building
Pacific Grove
Echo and Misha
This program will explore the idea that dolphins could be brought into captivity for brief periods,
then released back into the wild. If successful, it might prove to be a viable alternative to
permanent removal from the wild, especially if the dolphins were shown to assimilate back into
their native society following release.
Michelle Jeffiies was head trainerlbehaviorist at Long Marine Laboratory, University of
California, Santa Cruz when in 1988 two subadult male Bottlenose dolphins, "Echo" and
"Misha", were caught in Tampa Bay, Florida and brought to UCSC for echolocation studies
under the direction ofProfessor Ken Norris. Following the completion of the research effort the
dolphins were flown back to Tampa where they were held while being retrained in the capture of
live fish prey. Release soon followed in 1990 near the site of capture. Subsequent long-term
monitoring of this very intensively studied population has shown that these animals were able to
successfully re-establish themselves.
This was the first time a cetacean has been captured for research purposes with the specific plan
ofeventual release. Our speaker, who was intimately involved with this project, will explain the
methods used and the lessons learned in this innovative and unique program. Please join us for
a very interesting evening.
Photograph <01998 Dr. Randy Wells, from Dolphin Chronicles by Carol J. Howard.
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Marine Mammal Sightings May 26 - June 25,1998
Humpback Whales remain the only large baleen whale in our area. Blue Whales should make their
appearance soon. Whale watching has been spectacular with dense feeding aggregations ofHumpbacks,
Pacific White-sided Dolphin. Long-beaked Common Dolphin. California Sea Lions and thousands of
seabirds seen almost daily. How long this degree of interspecies feeding behavior will continue is hard to
estimate, but ifyou want to see it, you should consider a whalewatching trip now.
Date # of animals Location
HUMPBACK WHALE
Obs.
There are 48 sightings ofup to 15-20 whales. Until the third week ofJune they have been feeding
in concert with both Pacific White-sided Dolphin and Long-beaked Common Dolphin. It is
interesting to note that the dolphin species are not found together in mixed scbools while involved
with these feeding aggregations. They have, however, been seen mixing in small numbers in the
same general area. Most activity seems to occur during the early morning and there is a gradual
dispersal toward afternoon. During the second week ofJune sightings indicate a second focus of
activity from Pt. Lobos southwards to Pt. Sur that does not seem to involve dolphins. Perhaps they
are feeding on krill?
KILLER WHALE
6/9
6/9
6/16
6/16
3
4
2
4
2 mi S Cypress Pt.
9 mi SSE Santa Cruz
7.5 mi S Santa Cruz
4 mi W Pt. Pinos
RISSO'S DoLPHIN
DL
NL
DU
BL
5126 40 4 mi NW Pt. Pinos
Associated with 20 NORTHERN RlGtrr WHALE DoLPIDN
5129 200 8.5 mi S Santa Cruz
6/4 30 5 mi NW Pt. Pinos
6/12 25 1.5 mi S Cypress Pt.
BOITLENOSE DOLPHIN
MBW
MBW
MBW
SM
6/4 3 6 mi NW Pt. Pinos MBW
AD unusual sighting ofpossibly the offshore fonn. Mixed and tightly associated with 200 RISSO'S
DOLPHIN
6/9 4-5 1.5 mi W Fort OrdlSeaside boundary MBW
Another odd sighting, probably the inshore form that swam out to investigate a vigorous feeding
aggregation of250 LONG-BEAKED COMMON DOLPHIN and 2 HUMPBACK WHALES, 150
CALIFORNIA SEA LIONS, and 2000 SOOTY SHEARWATERS.
PAOFle WHITE-SIDED DOLPHIN
There are twenty sigbtings of up to 275 individuals, mostly feeding with HUMPBACK WHALES.
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Near PI. Sur
2.5 mi SW Cypress PI.
18 mi W PI. Pinos
NORTHERN RIGHT WHALE DOLPHIN
6/6 1000
6/9 150
6/16 200
Associated with 100 RISSO'S DOLPHIN.
6/23 200 7 mi NW Pt. Pinos
Associated with 275 PAOFICWHITE-SIDED DOLPHIN.
LONG-BEAKED COMMON DOLPHIN
HN
MBW
WW
MBW
There are twenty-five sightings of up to 500 individuals. Nearly all are with feeding Hwnpback
Whales and within the Bay from Pt. Pinos to Soquel Canyon
DALL'S PORPOISE
6110
6/14
6/7
6/19
2-3
6-8
2
2
3 mi SW Moss Landing
7 mi W Moss Landing
HARBOR PORPOISE
2 mi W Marina Beach.
4 mi W Salinas River
NORTHERN ELEPHANT SEAL
MBW
MBW
RT
MBW
There are eleven sightings. Four sightings are ofyoung animals within Monterey Yacht Harbor.
CALIFORNIA SEA LION
Migration seems highly modified, ifit is happening at all so far. About 50-60 remain on Monterey
breakwater. Adults are creating a major disturbance with salmon fishennen who are used to their
absence by now. Perhaps they are just late.
PAOFlC HARBOR SEAL
Seen along rocky coasts from Monterey Harbor to Pt. LoOOs and Elkhorn Slough. They have also
been heavily involved in sport salmon predation recently.
SOUTHERN (CALIFORNIA) SEA OTTER
Seen along rocky coasts from Monterey Harbor to Pt. LoOOs and Elkhorn Slough.
LEATHERBACK SEA TURTLE
6120 6 mi S Santa Cruz
FLYING FISH
DU
6/24 1 Near Soquel Canyon WW
Probably an observation of CALIFORNIA FLYING FISH, rare north of Pt. Conception. There is an
additional observation from May that I did not report, because I thought it was an error, by L.
TemIl on a Shearwater Journeys trip.
Observen: DL. D. Lemon; NL, N. Lemon; BL, B. Lucas; MBW, Monterey Bay Whale Watch, SM, S.
Munro; HN, H. Neece; RT, R. Temullo; DU, D. Uyeda; WW, W. Williamson
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~~. URGENT!!
Newsletter Editor Needed
The Monterey Bay Chapter of ACS urgently needs a newsletter editor.
Here's your opportunity to make a significant contribution to tbe chapter as
you learn more about whales, dolphins and other marine mammals.
H you're interested, please contact tbe Chapter President, Dan Presser, at
622-0800, or send bim an e-mail messageatfourwinds@redshift.com.
Marine Mammal Cruise August 22
An all-day marine mammal cruise will take place
Saturday, August 22. This cruise raises funds for the
local ACS chapter, supporting research grants and
other ACS activities.
Local distinguished naturalists will be on board to offer explanations and background
infonnation concerning the marine mammals, birds and other creatures encountered
•.
Cetaceans observed in summer and fall cruises in recent years include humpback whales, blue
whales, Dall's porpoises riding the bow wave, Pacific white-sided dolphins, Minke whales, and
numerous common dolphins. Sea otters, harbor seals and sea lions are among the other marine
mammals frequently spotted.
Birds likely to be seen include pelicans, gulls, connorants, common murres, terns, black-footed
albatross, shearwaters, and phalaropes. Leatherback turtles have also been observed.
Participants should be on board by 7:30 a.m. to prepare for an 8 a.m. departure from Monterey
Sport Fishing on Fishennan's Wharf. The cruise will end at 3 p.m. The cost is $40 for ACS
members and $50 for non-members. For additional details contact Debbie Temullo at (831)
373-4281.
Humpback whale photograph C 1998 Tom Kieckhefer.
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ACS Membership Information
The objectives of the American Cetacean Society include engaging in educational,
conservational, and scientific pursuits for the purpose of expanding scientific knowledge of
whales, dolphins, porpoises, and related creatures. The Monterey Bay Chapter meets at 7:30
p.m. on the last Thursday of each month at Hopkins Marine Station in Pacific Grove. Meetings
and activities feature cetacea and various aspects of the marine environment. For additional
information concerning ACS membership, contact Jon or Judy Hubbard at 726-1737.
The American Cetacean Society Online
Next time you're "surfing the 'net", be sure to visit the World Wide Web site of the local ACS
Chapter at http://www.redshift.com/-estarr/acs/. The web site features information
about the local chapter, including the latest meeting announcement, in addition to links to many
exciting cetacean-related sites around the world.
ACS National also has a web site with even more information about cetaceans and other marine
mammals, at http://www.acsonline.orgl.This site includes links to other chapters,
several Whale and Dolphin Fact Sheets, and lots more.
American Cetacean Society
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Pacific Grove, CA 93950
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The Newsletter of the Monterey Bay Chapter ofACS
Blue Whales, Krill and Canyons
Speaker: Don Croll, Institute ofMarine Science, UCSC
Thursday, August 27, 7:30 p.m. Hopkins Marine Station, Pacific Grove
Boatworks Building
We are witnessing a steady increase in the abundance of large baleen whales in California waters
during spring, summer and fall, with current estimates of2200 Blue whales and nearly 1000
Humpbacks. Many prime feeding areas He within Federal Marine Sanctuaries. These whales
draw thousands ofwhale watchers each year and create a very substantial income for party boat
owners.
What attracts and sustains these enormous animals and what is their place in the marine
ecosystem where they compete for the food source with predatory fish and many species of
seabirds? Blue whales feed only on krill, while Humpbacks in Monterey Bay switch
opportunistically from schooling fish such as anchovy. The increasing numbers in our area and
the whales' endangered status are attracting the attention ofand funding for new scientific
studies. Our speaker. who has studied Blue whales in several areas. uses sophisticated sonar to
locate schools ofkriJl which are then sampled and their species identified. He also tracks the
krill's vertical migrations and relates his findings to the behavior ofthe whales.
Dr. Croll will discuss the results from his ongoing research in Monterey Bay. the Channel
Islands ofSouthern California and the lower Sea ofCortez. He will also discuss the links
between the krill di~ extensive migrations and evolution to the great size ofthe Blue whale.
This is a most interesting and timely topic in view of the exceptional numbers of large baleen
whales recently seen in our Bay. Please join us for a most rewarding evening.
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Marine Mammal Sightings June 26 - July 25, 1998
Large baleen whales are making an incredible presence in and aroWld Monterey Bay and the spectacle is
impressive. Massive amounts ofkrill have attracted large feeding aggregations. In the past few weeks peak
daily counts ofBlue and Humpback Whales have been in the 40-80 range. with a peak ofabout 150.
About 50 Fin Whales were seen offshore on 7n.7. It is possible there are more than 200 whales ofthree
species within 8 30 mile radius ofMonterey Bay.
Most dolphin sightings have declined with no reports ofRisso's Dolphin during the month, and the lack of
Common Dolphin since early in the month.
Date ## ofaDimals LGcatiOD
BLUEWBALE
Obs.
There are 22 sightmgs ofup to 10-15 individuals. mostly from canyon edges and outer waters
where lai11 appears abundant
FIN WHALE
7n.l 1 6 mi NW Pt. Pinos OSE
7n.3 2 5.5 mi W Cypress Pl OSE
Associated with 6 BLUE WHALEs, 1 HUMPBACK WHALE, and 10 PACIF1C WHITE-SIDED
DOLPHIN.
7n.S 1 9 mi W Cypress Pt. SHJ
Associated with 8 BLUE WHALES and 1MINKE WHALE
HUMPBACK WHALE
There are 48 sightings ofup to 20-40 individuals throughout the Bay and outer waters. The
nearshore whales seem to be feeding on Northern Anchovy and Pacific Sardine, while outer water
whales seem to feeding on krill.
MINKEWBALE
7/4 1 .25 mi N Lover'8Pt RT
There are a number ofsightings that probably involve this same whale that is using the area from
Hopkins to Pt. Pinos. It is a rather small individual that bas been also seen by shore observers.
7n.l 1 3.5 mi SW Pt Pinos LO
6n.9 3
KILLER WHALE
near MBARI bouy
PACIFIC WHITE-SIDED DoLPHIN
Be
There are 16 sightings ofup to 500+ individuals scattered throughout the Bay and outer waters.
NORTHERN RIGHT WHALE DOLPHIN
7/14 10 7.5 mi NW Pt. Pinos MBW
Associated with 400 PAonc WIUTE-SIDED DOLPIUN and 11 HUMPBACK WHALES
7n.4 600 12 mi SW Pt. Pinos aSE
Associated with 100 PAOnc WroTE-SIDED DOLPHIN
7n.4 1200 Smi WNW Pt. Pinos OSE
Associated with Soo PAonc WIUTE-SIDED DOLPHIN and 2 HUMPBACK WHALES
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LoNG-BEAKED COMMON DoLPHIN
6~0 '. 250 7.5 mi NW Pt. Pinos MBW
AssocUited with 3 HUMPBACK WHALES
7/3 . 50-60 3 mi NW Pt. Pinos MBW
Feeding with 20-30 PACJFJC WlDTE-SIDEDDOLPIDN and 1HUMPBACK WHALE
7/3 2~,O 4 mi N Hopkins Marine Station MBW
7/5 250 5 mi W Moss Landing MBW
COMMON DoLPHIN sr.
7/16 12 6 mi S. Santa Cruz
DALL'S PORPOISE
JW
There are fifteen sightings in groups of2-10 individuals scattered throughout the Bay and outer
waters.
HARBoR PORPOISE
7/14
7/19
7n.O
34
4
2
1
1
1
5
1.S mi NNW Monteley Harbor
4.5 mi SW Moss Landing
5 mi SW Moss 1anding
NORTHERN ELEPHANT SEAL
8 mi NW Pt. Pinos
7 mi W Cypress Pt.
NORTIIERN FuR SEAL
8.5 mi SW Pt. Pinos
5.5 mi W Cypress Pt.
CALIFORNIA SEA LION
MBW
aSE
aSE
aSE
SHJ
aSE
aSE
About 100 mostly young animals are hauling out on the Monterey Breakwater.
PACIFIC HARBOR SEAL
Seen on rocky coasts from Pt. Lobos to Monterey Harbor and in Elkhorn Slough.
SOUTHERN (CALIFORNIA) SEA 0TrER
Seen on rocky coasts fiom Pt. Lobos to Monterey Harbor and in Elkhorn Slough.
LEA11IERBACK SEA TuRTLE
2 2 mi NW Pt. Pinos BK
Be, B. Cutter; BK, B. KrebS; MBW, Monterey Bay Whale Watch; aSE. Oceanic Society Expeditions;
W, L. Oliver; SHJ, Shearwater Journeys; RT, R Ternu1lo; JW, J. Williamson.
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URGENT!
Newsletter Editor Needed
The Monterey Bay Chapter of ACS urgently needs a newsletter editor.
Here's your opportunity to make a significant contribution to the chapter as
you learn more about whales, dolphins and other marine mammals.
If you're interested, please contact the Chapter President, Dan Presser, at
622-0800, or send him an e-mail messageatfourwindS@redshift.com.
Marine Mammal Cruise August 22
An all-day marine mammal cruise will take place
Saturday, August 22. This cruise raises funds for the local
ACS chapter, supporting research grants and other ACS
activities.
This year there is an incredible opportunity to observe a variety of marine mammals and
birds, due to the unusually large groups ofanimals feeding on krill. Local distinguished
naturalists will be on board to offer explanations and background infonnation concerning the
marine mammals, birds and other creatures encountered.
Cetaceans observed in summer cruises include humpback whales, blue whales, Dall's, Pacific
white-sided dolphins, minke whales. and numerous common dolphins. Sea otters. harbor seals
and sea lions are among the other marine mammals frequently spotted.
Birds likely to be seen include pelicans, gulls, connorants, common murres, terns, black-footed
albatross, shearwaters, and phalaropes. Leatherback turtles have also been observed.
Participants should be on board by 7:30 a.m. to prepare for an 8 a.m. departure from Monterey
Sport Fishing on Fishennan's Wharf. The cruise will end at 3 p.rn. The cost is $40 for ACS
members and $SO for non-members. For additional details contact Debbie Temullo at (831)
373-4281.
Humpback whale photograph C 1998 Tom Kieckhefer.
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ACS Membership Information
The objectives of the American Cetacean Society include engaging in educational,
conservational, and scientific pursuits for the purpose of expanding scientific knowledge of
whales, dolphins, porpoises, and related creatures. The Monterey Bay Chapter meets at 7:30
p.m. on the last Thursday ofeach month at Hopkins Marine Station in Pacific Grove. Meetings
and activities feature cetacea and various aspects ofthe marine environment. For additional
information concerning ACS membership, contact Jon or Judy Hubbard at 726-] 737.
The American Cetacean Society Online
Next time you're "surfing the Inet", be sure to visit the World Wide Web site of the local ACS
Chapter at http://www.redshift.coml-estarr/acs/. The web site features information
about the local chapter, including the latest meeting announcement, in addition to links to many
exciting cetacean-related sites around the world.
ACS National also has a web site with even more information about cetaceans and other marine
mammals, at http://www.acsonline.orgl.This site includes links to other chapters,
several Whale and Dolphin Fact Sheets, and lots more.
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The Newsletter of the Monterey Bay Chapter ofACS
RIGHT WHALES IN THE NORTH PACIFIC
Speaker: Jim Scarff, Berkeley
Date: Thursday, September 24th
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Hopkins Marine Station
Boatworks Building
Pacific Grove
The recent sighting in May 1998 ofa North Pacific Right Whale south ofPt. Sur sparked a lot of
interest in this rarely seen species. Yet, 160 years ago, the Right Whale may have been more
common than the Gray Whale. However, intensive pelagic whaling for this species, starting
around 1840, rapidly decimated the population. Within 10 years, the Right Whale had become
probably the rarest large cetacean in the North Pacific. This talk will review briefly the history of
Right whaling around the world with particular focus on its key role in the history of the
American Colonies. Jim will also review the history of whaling for Right Whales in the North
Pacific and along the California coast and also the current status of the species in the North
Pacific and North Atlantic together with ideas for its conservation. He will discuss the findings
and recommendations of an IWC Scientific Committee Workshop on Right Whales held in
Capetown, South Africa a few months ago.
Jim Scarff has published several scientific papers on the historic distribution and abundance of
this very rare species in the North Pacific,and is one of the few persons to have spent nearly two
hours with a Right Whale offHalfMoon Bay a few years ago.
Please join us for a unique view ofa little known animal.
President Clinton in April 1998 endorsed efforts to reduce or eliminate
ship strikes on the endangered Right Whale. Both civilian and naval ship
captains will be alerted as they enter areas known to have Right Whales
present. The particular areas are approaches to Boston harbor and to
Savannah, Georgia and Mayport, Florida. These are the principle summer
feeding and winter breeding areas. The regulations are to go in to effect
in mid-1999. AB
HOPKINS MARINE STATION LIBRARY
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Marine Mammal Sightings July 28- August 5,1998
Date # ofanimaJs Location Obs.
DLUEWUALE
7/28 1 7 mi W Pt Pinos MBW
8/1 1 Smi WNW Pt Pinos MBW
812 3 4 mi WSW Pt •Pinos sm
812 1 8 mi W PL Pinos sm
8/18 1 4 mi SW PL Pinos MBW
8/22 1 10 mi W PL Pinos WW
FIN WHALE
7/27 SO 30 mi SW Cypress PL NL
7/28 2 6 mi W PL Pinos MBW
8/2 2 18 mi SW PL Pinos sm
8/4 2 2 mi WPL Pinos SM
HUMPBACK WHALE
There are forty-eight sightings ofup to 30 individuals. There is a marked decrease ofsightings during the
latter halfofthe month. Most sightings are along canyon edges.
MlNKEWBALE
8/6 4-6 2 mi NW PL Pinos MBW
818 1 .2S mi Monterey brackwater sm
819 1 4 mi NW Moss Landing SHJ
8/13 1 .S mi W Asilomar SL Deh Mobs
Multiple sightings ofprobably the same individual. Still seen as late as 8/24
BAIRD·s BEAKED WHALE
8/5 4 14 mi SW PL Pinos 8M
KILLER WHALE
8/4 6 4 mi W PL Pinos LO
an 6 4 mi NW PL Pinos RNPL
8/12 3 . 3mi W Moss Landjng BC
8/18 3 7.S aii NW PL Pinos LO
8fll 8-10 4 mi W Moss l.andjng RNSR
BOTI'LENOSE DOLPHIN
7127 4-6 .s lUi WMarina SL Bcb SlU
814 4+4 Near Plaza Hotel MBW
PAClPle WlllTE-Smm DOLPHIN
There are nineteen sightings ofup to ISO individuals scattered throughout the Bay.
RIsso·s DOLPHIN
8/2 12 10 mi WSW PL Pinos sm
8/2 18 14 mi WSW Pt. Pinos SID
8/6 20 4 mi SW PL Pinos MBW
8/15 3S 3 mi NW PL Pinos LO
8/16 IS Smi W PL Pinos SID
8122 12 3.S mi SW PL Pinos SID
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NORmERN RIGHT WHALE DOLPHIN
8/2 200 7 mi W Pt Pinos Sill
8/S 30 22 mi W Pt Pinos RT
Associated with 20 PACIFIC WIllTE-SIDED DOLPHIN.
8/16 20 11 mi NNW Pt. Pinos sm
Associated with 10 PACIFIC WHITE-SIDED DOLPHIN. 150 LoNG-BEAKED COMMON DOLPHIN
and 3 HUMPBACK WHALES.
8/25 10 7 mi. NNW PL Pinos MBW
Associated with 200 Risso's DOLPHIN and 50 SHORT-BEAKED COMMON DOLPHIN.
COMMON DOLPHIN SP.
8/1 75 4.5 mi SW Pt Pinos LO
8/10 3000 4 mi NW Pt Pinos JW
8/13 800 4 mi NW Pt Pinos LO
8120 75 3.5 mi N PL Pinos WW
Long-beaked Common Dolphin
8/6 40-50 2 mi W Cypress Pt. MBW
8/11 4-5 2 mi S Cypress Pt MBW
8/13 1000 4.5 mi W Pt Pinos Sill
8/17 1000 4.5 mi NW PL Pinos MBW
8122 2000 6 mi NE PL Pinos MBW
8125 3000 5 mi NW PL Pinos MBW
8125 400 10 mi SW Santa Cruz MBW
SHORT-BEAKED COMMON DoLPHIN
8/8 700 9 mi SW Santa Cruz Sill
8/13 50 5 mi SW Cypress Pt. MBW
8/15 500 5 mi SW Cypress Pt. Sill
8120 400 7 mi NW Pt Pinos Sill
8123 40 1 mi N PL Pinos MBW
DALL'S PORPOISE
1'here are IWentyone sightings ofup to 15 individuals alqng canyon edges.
NORmERN FuR SEAL
8/5 1 20 mi W Pt Pinos RT
8/5 1 4 mi SW PL Pinos RT
8/6 2 5 mi W PL Pinos MBW
8/15 1 6 mi W Pt Pinos SID
8115 J 4 mi SW Cypress Pt Sill
8/15 1 4.5 mi SW Cypress PL Sill
8115 I Sill
LEA11IERBACK SEA TvRTLE
8/3 I 3.5 mi W Cypress Pt 8M
8/15 I Sill
WBITESHARK
812 1 NL
BASKING SHARK
8/5 1 1W
Be. B. Cutter, Nt.. N. Lemon. MBW. Monterey Bay Wbalewatcb. SM, S. Munro. LO. L. Oliver. SHJ, Sbearwatcr Journeys. RT,
R. TemuUo. RNPL, RN Pt. Lobos. RJV SR., RN Shana Rae. JW. J. Williamson. WW, W. Williamson
SOUNDINGS July 1998
ACS Membership Information
The objectives of the American Cetacean Society include engaging in educational,
conservational, and scientific pursuits for the purpose of expanding scientific knowledge of
whales, dolphins, porpoises, and related creatures. The· Monterey Bay Chapter meets at 7:30
p.m. on the last Thursday of each month at Hopkins Marine Station in Pacific Grove. Meetings
and activities feature cetacea and various aspects of the marine environment. For additional
information concerning ACS membership, contact Jon or Judy Hubbard at 726-1737.
The American Cetacean Society Online
Next time you're "surfing the 'net", be sure to visit the World Wide Web site of the local ACS
Chapter at http://www.redshift.coml-estarr/acs/. The web site features information
about the local chapter, including the latest meeting announcement, in addition to links to many
exciting cetaCean-related sites aroUnd the world.
ACS National also has a web site with even more information about cetaceans and other marine
mammals, at http://www.acsonline.org/.This site includes links to other chapters, several
Whale and Dolphin Fact Sheets, and lots more.
American Cetacean Society
Monterey Bay Chapter
PO Box HE
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
Hopkins Marine Stalion Libmry
Ocean View Blvd.
Pacific Grove. CA 93950
Nonprofit
Organization
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The Newsletter of the Monterey Bay Chapter of ACS
Monthly meeting at HOPKINS MARINE STATION. Lecture Hall. Boatworks
Building (Across from the American Tin Cannery Outlet Stores)
Date: Thursday, October 29th 1998
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Speaker: Mary YokJavich, Biologist, Pacific
Fisheries Environmental Group,
NOAA, Pacific Grove
Title: Marine Reserves: Research and Fisheries
Management.
In recognition ofour need to stay infonned on issues relating to marine
resource conservation, especially within the Marine Sanctuary, we have
invited NOAA Fisheries Biologist Mary Yoklavich. who has been much involved
in the research on the many species of rockfishes and other related
species. In addition to the long-established tradition ofcommercial
(including gillnets) and recreational fishing. we have a newly
established. unregulated, and rapidly expanding live-fish fishery to meet
the needs of specialty restaurants.
The establishment of additional marine reserves, closed to all fishing, has
been proposed. Rockfish are generally long-lived and some are very
territorial, making them easy to overexploit. Larger, older individuals
produce more progeny than smaller, younger fish. Marine Reserves are
thought to help repopulate adjacent waters, in both kelpbed and deep-water
habitats. Currently the only designated closed areas are Hopkins Marine
Life Refuge (since 1931), Point Lobos Underwater Reserve and Big Creek
Reserve. Additionally some deep water canyon-wall natural refugia have
been found through the use of submersibles.
Our speaker will have just completed a new series of submersible dives in
the Big Creek Reserve. Please join us for an infonnative presentation 011
the life histolies of some of your favorite cioppino ingredients.
HOPKINS MARINE STATION LIBRARY
WATCHING WHALES
Everyone knows Gray whales are migrating
by in winter and spring but many people are
unaware of the whales of summer. These
are surprise whales: a surprise to those who
are familiar only with gray whales, and a
surprise to seasoned whale watchers
because of the different species and their
activities. This year many of the summer
whales are still with us in October. The most
entertaining are the Humpbacks. They feed
on either krill or fish, so we see them in the
deeps or in shallower water. They breach,
spyhop, slap flukes and flippers, and play
with drift kelp. Sometimes they don't seem to
mind being around quiet, non-threatening
boats and surprise us with close encounters.
Unlike Humpbacks seen in Hawaii or New
England, ours migrate to seamounts south of
Baja or off the coast of Central America.
Monterey's fame as the world's "Blue whale
capital" should mean they are no surprise to
us in summer. The burning desire to see one
of the biggest whales of all only adds to the
awe when one appears, and the 8O-foot size
is always a surprise. Blue whales are seen
in the Sea of Cortez in winter, and farther
south; research is now possible on this
accessible population of California and
Mexico. At the other size extreme are the
Minke whales, only 30 feet of elusive and
delicate-looking whale. Their spouts are
almost invisible so it is always a surprise
when one suddenly surfaces close enough to
be seen briefly. Local people tell of watching
Minke whales from the bar of a Big Sur
restaurant overlooking a small bay, and that
may be their only expected location. Not
seeing them easily is a hopeful feeling, for
Minkes are the targets of whalers and
hundreds are killed each year. Truly
surprising close to shore is the Fin whale.
So fast it is called the Ugreyhound of the sea,"
and almost the size of Blue whales, the Fin
whales usually are so far out to sea we
barely and seldom see their tall spouts. This
summer a few have been within the range of
local whale watch boats but they are never
expected. One 9-hour cruise to Sur Ridge,
far offshore, did bring the reward of a dozen
or so racing around and feeding. This doesn't
even begin to include the astonishing
sightings of Beaked whales, Sperm whales
and the Northern Right whale this year. Lists
of species are on "sightings" map in
Soundings each month. There may be 600-
700 Humpbacks and 2000 Blue whales off
the California coast in summer. Several
thousand dolphins, as many as 5 species
with the Common dolphin appropriately being
the most common, show up at unpredictable
times. That includes the largest dolphin of all,
the Orca. Orcas are seen along the Gray
whale migration in the spring, and small pods
travel through at any time during the rest of
the year. So why are the great whales, fewer
in number and bigger in size than gray
whales, plus the rare whales and the huge
pods of dolphins, surprising us with their
summertime arrivals? It's food. The cold,
relatively. unpolluted, nutrient-rich waters
along our coast produce a food web that
supports voracious appetites. The great
whales are adding inches of blubber to carry
them through the winter in the tropics. They
use the stored energy dUring their mating
and calving time in warmer water. A female
especially needs enormous amounts of it to
give birth, nurse the calf, and bring it north to
the feeding grounds, sometimes losing a
third of her body weight. The food, schools of
fish and the balls of krill, may be anywhere,
especially at the edges of the canyon
beginning about five miles offshore. The food
moves; the whales move, and they must be
found anew each day. It's a more
challenging, longer trip than watching gray
whales pass close to shore, and the
surprises are part of the adventure.
Esta Lee Albright works as anaturalist on
local whale watches. She can be reached
through ACS Monterey Bay or her own email
at estalee@inreach.com
Monterey Bay Whale Watch
List of Marine Mammal Sightings in the
Monterey Bay Region
August 26 - September 25, 1998
compiled by Richard Ternullo
Note -- In addition to sightings on Monterey Bay Whale Watch trips, this list includes
all reported marine mammal sightings for this region. California Sea Lions, Harbor
Seals, and Southern Sea Otters, which are seen on all whale watching trips, are not
included in the list.
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Date t# Type orAnlmal(s)
97i5~-5- Humpback Whales - - -- -
12 KiUer Whales
1400 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
9124--8- - Humpback Whales
6 Blue Whales
250 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
200 Pacific White-Sided Dolphins
5 DalI's Porpoise
m3~ - Humpback Whafes- ~---,
to Blue Whales
2500 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
700 Risso's Dolphins
30 Northern Right Whale Dolphins
9122 - -f1--liwnpback Whales---- --.---
.9 Blue Whales
1 Gray Whale .
12 Baird's Beaked Whales
150 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
40 Risso's Dolphins
3 Dall's Porpoise
I .HlIIbor Porpoise
2 Northern Elephant Seals
9'12=~1~3~2~ . -Humpback Whates--'-- - -- -
16 . Blue Whales
10 BaUd's Beaked Whales
2000 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
200 Short Beaked Common Dolphins
9120 - 35 Humpback Whales
15 Blue Whales
8 KiUer Whales
500 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
1 Northern'Elephant Seal
2 Northern Fur Seals'
911!f: 40 BottlenoseDolpbfns '---- -
2 HIIIbor Porpoise
9/18 500 Common Dolphins
9/17· 35 HumpbackWh81cs --~-
IS Blue Whales
1 Minke Whale
2200 Short Beaked Common Dolphins
35 Risso's Dolphins
9/16 18 Humpback Whales
16 Blue Whales .
1 Sperm Whale
1000 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
5 Dall'sPorpoise
9/15 - 24 --HumpbackWhales------'-
- I Speun Whale
1 North Pacific Right Whale
2000 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
150 Short Beaked Common Dolphins
20 Pacific Whito-Sided Dolphins
40 Risso's Dolphins
3 Dall's Porpoise
2 Northern Fur Seals
9/14 13 Humpback Whales
5 FinWhales
20 Baird's Beaked Whales
3400 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
10 Pacific White-Sided Dolphins
9/13 14 Humpback Whales
200 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
100 Pacific White-Sided Dolphins
. 5 Dall's Porpoise
9/12 -rtf -HwiipbiiCkWbales
7 Blue Whales
2000 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
32 Short Beaked Common Dolphins
30 Pacific White-Sided Dolphins
245 Risso's Dolphins
1 Northern Fur Seal
9/1034 HumpbackWhales -- ,~--­
5 KiUer Whales
2500 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
350 Pacific White-Sided Dolphins
3 Dall's Porpoise918 -8- --Killer Whales .- - ---- --
SO Pacific White-Sided Dolphins
917H - HumpbliCkWhafes
7 Blue Whales
12 Killer Whales
700 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
.30 Risso's Dolphins
9/6 -35 Humpback Whales
8 Killer Whales
7000 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
25 Pacific White-Sided Dolphins
30 Risso's Dolphins
5 Dall's Porpoise
9/53~ ~=~es
3 Killer Whales
110 Risso's Dolphins
1000 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
8 Dall's Porpoise
1 Northern fur seal
2 Humpback Whales
15 Fin Whales
1 BlueWha1e
4 Killer Whales
1000 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
108 Risso's Dolphins
9/3 --S -Humpb~kWhaIes
9 Killer Whales
800 Short Beaked Common Dolphins
6 Humpback Whales
3 Blue Whales
800 Short Beaked Common Dolphins
.4 Humpback Whales
300 Short Beaked Common Dolphins
8130 2 Humpback Whales
5 Killer Whales
500 Long Beaked Common Dolphins
200 Short Beaked Common Dolphins8m-6 H8ibOi-PO-qilfse - - - --
8127 I MInke Whale'· ----
I Northern Fur Seal
Sightings reported by Cheeseman's Ecology Tours, G. Fisher, N. Lemon, B. Lucas, L. Oliver,
Monterey Bay Pelagics, Monterey Bay Whale Watch, S. Munro, H. Neece, Oceanic Society.
Expeditions, RN Pt. Lobos, RN Shana Rae, Shearwater 1ourneys, 1. Williamson.
Copyright <0 1998 R. Temullo. No reproduction ofthe map or use ofthe sightings information is
permitted without prior approval.
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ACS Membership Information
The objectives of the American Cetacean Society include engaging in educational,
conservational, and scientific pursuits for the purpose of expanding scientific knowledge of
whales, dolphins, porpoises, and related creatures. The Monterey Bay Chapter meets at 7:30
p.m. on the last Thursday of each month at Hopkins Marine Station in Pacific Grove. Meetings
and activities feature cetacea and various aspects of the marine environment. For additional
information concerning ACS membership, contact Jon or Judy Hubbard at 726-1737.
The American Cetacean Society Online
Next time you're "surfing the 'net", be sure to visit the World Wide Web site of the local ACS
Chapter at http://www.redshift.com/-estarr/acs/. The web site features information
about the local chapter, including the latest meeting announcement, in addition to links to many
exciting cetacean-related sites around the world.
ACS National also has a web site with even more information about cetaceans and other marine
mammals, at http://www.acsonIine.org/.This site includes links to other chapters, several
Whale and Dolphin Fact Sheets, and lots more.
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Pacific Grove, CA 93950
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Ocean View Blvd.
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The Newsletter ofthe Monterey Bay Chapter ofACS
Monthly meeting held at Hopkins Marine Statlon, Lecture Hall, Boatworks Building
(Across from the American Tin Cannery Outlet Stores).
Sea Otter Rehabilitation, Research and Conservation
Speaker: Michelle Staedler,
Monterey Bay Aquarium
Date: Thursday, December 3rd
(PlellSe "ote chtmge ofdate to 111'0/4 Thtmksgiv/ng)
Time: 7:30 p.m.
The Monterey Bay Aquarium sea otter rehabilitation and release program is now 14 years old. It
has pioneered the field in helping to increase survival rates for orphaned or otherwise abandoned
pups and their subsequent return to the wild. Our speaker will describe the way the program has
evolved and comment on survival rates. She will compare the behaviors of wild and released
pups. The rehab program has grown in importance with the steady three-year decline in
Southern sea otter populations. She will also comment on the impact on otters and their habitat
ofthe recent EI Nino. Michelle, who is a long-tenD. member ofthe Aquariumts sea otter research
staff, also attended a US/Russia workshop on sea otters and will discuss ongoing studies and
results from other countries and facilities holding these animals. Please join us for an important
opportunity to update our understanding ofthis local tlkeystonetl and charismatic species.
ARINESTATION L\BRAR'(
~O'll 9 \996
This n' That
"The Ecosystem of the, Gray Whale at
Laguna San Ignacio, March 22-27 1999"
Instructor: Jud Vandevere, ACSlMonterey
Bay, Scientific Committee Member and very
well known local naturalist.
This once-in-a-lifetime experience focuses on one of the
most spectacular wildlife phenomena in the world - the
annual gathering of thousands of Gray whales in the
shallow, wann waters of the Bag Lagoons where they
mate and calve. With the pennission of the Mexican
government, our "Safari-style" shore camp lies adjacent
to the largest concentration of whales in San Ignacio
Lagoon. Students will watch the mysterious spy-hops
and majestic breaches of these gentle giants from shore,
or venture out among them with the naturalist guides in
the comfort ofsturdy 22' Mexican fishing pangas piloted
by experienced local boatmen. In camp we will enjoy
roomy sleeping tents and comfortable cots, "state-of-art"
bathroom facilities, and solar showers. All meals, which
include plenty of fresh fruit, vegetables and, of course,
seafood, are served from a full kitcben inside a large
dining and activity tent In addition to whale watching,
this fragile and very special ecosystem offers
participants many other sights and sounds - nature walks
along unspoiled sbell-strewn beaches, waterfowl-ricb
estuaries and fossil-laden sbores, spectacular bird
watching and night skies filled with stars. For additional
information calVwrite University of California
Extension, Travel Study Program, 740 Front Street,
Suite ISS, Santa Cruz, CA95060-4S36 Cost: $] 720
Live-stranded Dolphin at Pacific Grove
On August 1st, 1998 an adult male Long-
beaked common dolphin came in alive
below Ocean View Boulevard. It died
soon thereafter. It was observed and
reported by Milos Radakovich of BayNET
and Katherine Whittaker, ACS member.
The carcass was recovered by Stranding
Network Coordinator Terry Darcey and
taken to the Moss Landing Marine
Laboratories for necropsy.
ACS Monterey wishes to thank United
Airlines, Hertz, and Hilton San Pedro 'for
their generosity during Dan Presser's trip
to Los Angeles for the ACS National
Meeting.
How to Contact "Soundings"
Don McGrain, Editor
Email-dmcgrain@compuserve.com
Phone- 831.684.21287
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10/7
10110
10112
10124
200
30
500
1000
Carrmel Bay
4 mi NW Pt. Pinos
2 mi N Pt. Pinos
1 mi. NOtter Pt.
Short Beaked Common Dolphin
JW
8HJ
8M
RO
There are nineteen sightings througout the Bay of up to 2500 individuals.
Long Beaked Common Dolphin
There are twenty-five sightings througout the Bay of up to 1500 individuals.
Dall's Porpoise
There are twenty-nine sightings of up to twenty-five individuals along canyon
edges and offshore.
1011
9/29
9/30
10/2
1018
10/10
10/12
. 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Harbor Porpoise
.5 mi W Asilomar Sl Bch.·
Northern Elephant Seal
7 mi NW Pt. Pinos
5 mi W Pt. Pinos
7 mi NW Pt. Pinos
4 mi NW Pt. Pinos
13 mi SW Santa Cruz
5 mi W Pt. Pinos
Northern Fur Seal
OSE
OSE
OSE
OSE
OSE
SHJ
OSE
There are eleven slghtings mostly offshore.
Leatherback Sea Turtle
9/28
10/7
1
1
9 mi W Pt. Pinos
4 mi SW Pt. Pinos
HN
OSE
CD. C. Davis. CH, C. Hartell, NL, N. Lemon, BL, B. Lucas, LO, L. Oliver, RO, R. Ortiz.
OSE, Oceanic Society Expeditions, MBP, Monterey Bay Pelagics, MBW, Monterey Bay
Whalewatch, SM, S. Munro. HN. H. Neece. SHJ. Shearwater Journeys, JW, J.
Williamson, WW, W. Williamson
9/30 8 6 mi SW Cypress Pt. WW
10/3 8-10 Near MBARI bouy MBW
10/4 4 9 mi W Pt. Pinos LO
10/7 4 17 mi W Pl. Pinos BL
10/7 15-18 15 mi. W Pt. Pinos HN
10/9 4 25 mi W Pt. Pinos BL
10/17 14-18 4 mi W Cypress Pt. SHJ
Killer Whale
9/26 10-13 3 mi W Bixby Creek JW
9/29 3 4 mi NW Pt. Pinos MBW
Bottlenose Dolphin
10/18 2 Near Monterey Bay Aquarium SHJ
Risso's Dolphin
Twenty-four sightings throughout the Bay and offshore of up to 1500 individuals.
Pacific Whlte-s1ded Dolphin
9/27 10-12 3.5 ml W PI. Pinos SHJ
10/11 5 5 mi N Pt. Pinos SHJ
10/11 20 7 mi W Moss Landing SHJ
Associated with 200 Long beaked Common Dolphin and 5 Humpback
Whales.
10/14 10 5 mi NW Pt. Pinos OSE
Associated with 300 Risso's Dolphin, ·150 Northern Right Whale Dolphin, 750
Long Beaked Common Dolphin, and 100 Short Beaked Common Dolphin.
10/21 30 3.5 mi W Pt. Pinos SHJ
10/21 100 near Yankee PI. CH
Northern Right Whale DOlphin
10/9 100 4 mi W Pi. Pinos OSE
Associated with 500 Risso's Dolphin.
10/12 50 2 mi W PI. Lobos aSE
Associated with 500 Risso's Dolphin. 100 Long Beaked Common Dolphin.
200 Short Beaked Common Dolphin, and 20 Pacific Whlte-sided Dolphin.
10/12 1000 6 mi NW Pt. Pinos aSE
Associated with 2000 Risso's Dolphin and 2 Humpback Whales.
10/15 10 4 mi W Pt. Pinos aSE
Associated with 1200 Risso's Dolphin and 1500 Short Beaked Common
Dophln.
10/22 5 6 mi W Pt. Pinos MBP
Associated with 1 Fin Whale
9/26 1'000
Common Dolphin sp.
2.5 ml W Granite Crk. HN
ACS 10/25/98
Baleen whale activity has been exceptional with good numbers seen following periods of
heavy northwest winds. These winds have promoted krill swarms to gather near canyon
edges and attracting Blue, Humpback, and especially Fin Whales. This fall has been
possibly the best opportunity to see Fin Whales in Monterey Bay since I have been
keeping records. Large baleen whales should begin migrating south by the second week
of November and Gray Whales should become the most frequently sighted whale by
mid-December.
Toothed whales have also been abundant, particularly Common Dolphin. A very unique
situation has developed with mixed schools of dolphin including both common dolphin,
Risso's Dolphin, and Northern Right Whale Dolphin. This situation has never been
recorded by this observer. As far as I know, Short-beaked and Long-beaked Common
Dolphin are not known to mix to any great extent let alone with other dolphin at the same
time. This could be an artifact of space since on some days up to 4-7000 dolphin are
seen within a radius of 10-20 nm.
Date #of
animals
Location
Blue Whale
Obs.
Twenty sightings. of up to six individuals along canyon edges.
Humpback Whale
There are sixty-four slghtings of up to fifteen individuals scattered throughout the
Bay.
Fin Whale
There are nineteen sightings along canyon edges and offshore of up to eleven
individuals.
10/8
10/12
10/16
10/23
1
1
1
1
Gray Whale
4.5 mi NW Pt. Pinos
.25 mi N Hopkins Marine Station
13 mi S Santa Cruz
Soberanes Pt.
Minke Whale
RO
LO
OSE
WW
9/27 1 14 mi SW Pt. Pinos
10n 1 20 mi SW Pt. Pinos
10/21 5 near Yankee Pt
Possible multiple sightings of the same individual.
10/22 1 Near Yankee Pt.
SHJ
OSE
CH
CD
10/15 2
Sperm Whale
24 mi W PI. Pinos
Baird's Beaked Whale
NL
American Cetacean Society~
Membership Application ~ ..
Please send completed forms to: American cetacean Society, P.O. Box 1391,
San Pedro, CA 90733-1391
Type of Membersbip, Dues:
Ufetime ($750) __Family ($45)
Patron (S5OO) __Forcign ($45)
__ ContributiDg(S2S0) __Senior (S2S)
__ Supporting ($75) __Teacber(S2S)
Active ($35) __ Student ($25)
. Regional Cbapter Affiliation:
__ Los AnSeles
__Mommy Bay
__ New YorklNew Jersey
__ Orange County
Pacific Northwest
__ San Diego
Santa Barbara
__At-Large
Name: _
Address: -:-- .:...-__
City. StatelProv: Zip: _
Country.----------
Phone: o-maiJ: _
Method of payment:
__ Check/money order (make payable to ACS; US dollars only)
__VISa __Mastercard
Credit card uumbc:r: _ Expiration date: __,_
Signature: _
Your donations and membership contributions are tax-deductible within tho limita allowed by iaw.
MARINE MI.MMAL GIfT PACK
$29.95 ,... $40 VAUJ£)IN:LUOES
7 CARD NOnCARD SET WITH ENV£LOP£S
6 MARIN[ MAMMAL BooKMMtKS
5 80<£0 DlSCOVERV e.uo Sus'
-UN CA&OS t.\CtI ..._ lU\ISI'lUII'tClNI.~ Q q.llZZU om
DOUtUfrrr4, .....H~~ ..uta. c::aM~
OOLPlIINS • W11ALES • SEM..5 • arTERS
fiELD 10 GuiDES • No"reCARDS • PHOT'OORAPHIC PRINrS
Pes rERS • BooKMARKS • MAGNETs • DISCOVERY CARos
\VEB SITE: WWW.NATURES-sPIRIT.cOM
foR ORDERS OR. A CATAl0C4 PHONE TOLL-fltEE 888-942-5348
~~~
ASK ABOUT OUR SMALL GROUP ALASKA & BAli\. DISCOVERY CHARTERS
ACS Membership Information
The objectives of the American Cetacean Society include engaging in educationalt
conservationalt and scientific pursuits for the purpose of expanding scientific knowledge of
whalest dolphinst porpoisest and related creatures. The Monterey Bay Chapter meets at 7:30
p.m. on the last Thursday of each month at Hopkins Marine Station in Pacific Grove. Meetings
and activities feature cetacea and various aspects of the marine environment. For additional
infonnation concerning ACS membershipt contact Jon or Judy Hubbard at 726-1737.
The American Cetacean Society Online
Next time you're "surfing the 'nettl , be sure to visit the World Wide Web site of the local ACS
Chapter at http://www.redshift.com/-estarr/acs/. The web site features infonnation
about the local chapter, including the latest meeting announcement, in addition to links to many
exciting cetacean-related sites around the world.
ACS National also has a web site with even more information about cetaceans and other marine
mammals, at http://www.acsonline.orgl.This site includes links to other chapters, several
Whale and Dolphin Fact Sheets, and lots more.
American Cetacean Society
Monterey Bay Chapter
POBox HE
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
Hopkins Marine Station Library
Ocean View Blvd.
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
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